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WINV06: Miracle Invocation for Consuming Conflict 
 

Instructions: This invocation is given primarily for dissolving human conflicts, for preventing a crisis from escalating into 

widespread violence and war or to stop a war already in progress. 

This invocation is not a passive prayer, where you ask God to do something for you. This invocation is an active prayer, a co-

creative prayer, where you are fully conscious of God’s command to all people to “Multiply and take dominion over the Earth!” 

You are multiplying your spiritual light, thereby invoking more from Above, and then sending that light to take dominion over the 

situation surrounding this conflict. You are being the open door, whereby God’s light can enter this world and take dominion 

over this crisis. 

The expression “decision makers” refers to all of the people involved with and affected by this conflict—including everyone who 

knows about the situation. Although many of these people are not in a position to make decisions about the outer aspects of the 

situation, we are all in a position to make the choice between engaging in negative energy, thereby accelerating the crisis, or 

stopping the negative spiral, thereby deflating the conflict. Any conflict is driven by a vortex of negative energy that overpowers 

people and drives us toward violence. Thus, every person involved – meaning every person who knows about the conflict – is 

in a position to decide whether to reinforce of stop the downward spiral. And only when a critical mass of people make the 

decision to stop the spiral, will the conflict be dissolved. Thus, the goal of this invocation is to set people free from the negative 

energy, so we can all make a truly free decision and choose life. 

Take note that you too are a decision maker, and therefore you are also calling for your own protection and growth. You are 

calling for the healing of all conflicts in your own soul, so that you will not be a house divided against itself. In the broadest sense, 

all human beings are decision makers because we all contribute to the spirals of conflict and violence that have been going on 

for millennia. Thus, this invocation is calling for the healing of the collective psyche of humankind. 

If you do not have time for the full invocation, you can give Sections 1, 2 and 4 in one setting and then give Sections 1, 3 and 4 

in the next setting. 

 

Section 1 

In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle 

Mother, Amen. 

 

Beloved Archangel Michael, Mother Mary, Shiva, the Dhyani Buddhas and Kuan Yin, I dedicate 

this invocation to the manifestation of the protection, enlightenment and healing of all souls 

affected by 

(Describe the conflict or crisis for which you are invoking healing.) 

 

Lord’s Prayer 

Our Father-Mother God who is within all life, we honor your Presence, the I AM, within us. We 

accept your kingdom manifest on Earth through us, replacing this conflict with your peace. We 

accept our responsibility to manifest your peace on Earth, as it is manifest in Heaven. We accept 

that any conflict is a result of the state of consciousness of the decision makers, and we vow to 

raise our consciousness and lift all other decision makers up with us. 

We accept that you are giving us our daily opportunity to be all that you are, and we take 

dominion over this conflict. We acknowledge that you forgive us our imperfections, as we forgive 

each other and surrender our will to the higher will within us. We therefore accept the truth that 

the universe returns to us what we send out. We accept that this conflict is a result of the universe 

reflecting back the misqualified energies sent out by the decision makers, both now and in the 

past. We hereby vow to stop the downward spiral of misqualified energy. We invoke the flame 

of Miracle Forgiveness to envelop all decision makers, so we can forgive God, ourselves and all 

people for any hurt resulting from this conflict, both now and in the past. 
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We take responsibility for our lives and for all aspects of this conflict. We vow to rise above the 

temptations of the lower self, so that you can deliver us from all imperfect energies. We affirm 

that your kingdom, power and glory is manifest in this conflict, now and forever. We affirm that 

we will not blame you for this conflict and that we will take responsibility for it, thereby setting 

ourselves free from all negative feelings that would only cause us to misqualify more energy and 

set the stage for future conflicts. We vow to stop the downward spiral of one conflict leading to 

further conflicts, and we accept it done now by your all-power in Heaven, working through us as 

the all-power on Earth. Amen. 

Section 2 

 

Archangel Michael, shatter the illusions of war 

1. By the authority of the Christ Flame within me, I call to Archangel Michael to manifest your 

Flaming Presence over this conflict. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces, dark 

spirits and energy vortexes creating or upholding the lies that fuel this conflict and lead the 

decision makers toward the point where war becomes inevitable. Archangel Michael, SHATTER 

the lie that violence or war is inevitable! SHATTER the lie that violence is an appropriate solution 

to conflict! SHATTER the lie that violence is the only or the ultimate solution to conflict! Archangel 

Michael, reveal the truth that conflict is always a choice and that conflict never stops until we 

chose peace. 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

Hail Michael 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

2. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the lie that when someone else has violated God’s command, “Thou shalt not kill!” it suddenly 

becomes acceptable that we do the same. Archangel Michael, SHATTER the lie that killing or 

violence can be justified in the eyes of God. SHATTER the lie that the ends can justify the means 

and that we can restore God’s law by violating God’s commands. Archangel Michael, reveal the 

truth that the only way to bring God’s kingdom to Earth is to follow the command to love God 

with all our hearts and to love our neighbors as ourselves. 
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Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

3. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the lie that killing our enemies will bring us rewards in Heaven. Archangel Michael, SHATTER 

the lie that killing or violence could possibly be condoned or rewarded by God. SHATTER the 

lie that God ever called anyone to engage in a Holy War. Archangel Michael, reveal the truth 

that God is not mocked and that we will inevitably reap what we have sown. Reveal the truth 

that even those who think they kill in the name of God will not escape their just reward, because 

those who live by the sword will die by the sword and those who sow the wind will reap the 

whirlwind. 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

4. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the lie that when lives have been taken, only more bloodshed can set things right with God. 

Archangel Michael, SHATTER the lie that killing more people can somehow compensate for the 

killing done in the past. SHATTER the lie that spilling more blood can wash away the sins of the 
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past. Archangel Michael, reveal the truth that God is a God of love who never required blood 

sacrifices in compensations for sins. Strip us of the illusion that two wrongs can ever make a 

right. 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

5. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the lie that using force or going to war is necessary for the defense of a nation or a group of 

people. Archangel Michael, SHATTER the lie that violence or force can ever be an efficient 

defense. SHATTER the lie that there is no alternative to going to war. Archangel Michael, reveal 

the truth that the ultimate form of personal and national defense is to be right with God so that 

the power of God can protect us. Help us see that when we resort to violence, we set ourselves 

apart from God and therefore we are outside God’s protection. 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 
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6. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the lie that the ultimate solution to the present conflict is to kill all of the people we have defined 

as our enemies. Archangel Michael, SHATTER the lie that genocide will resolve conflict or can 

be justified in the eyes of God. SHATTER the lie that we can get away with genocide. Archangel 

Michael, reveal the truth that what we do to others, the universe will inevitably do to us, and 

therefore the spirals of violence will continue on this planet until people choose to turn the other 

cheek no matter what is done to them. 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

7. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the hypocrisy that makes people feel like they are always right and their enemies are always 

wrong. Archangel Michael, SHATTER the lie that there is a double standard and that what others 

do is violence but what we do is justified and necessary. SHATTER the lie that we are somehow 

God’s chosen people and therefore we are above God’s law. Archangel Michael, reveal the truth 

that no one can get away with violating God’s law and that God’s chosen people are those who 

uphold his Law of Love. 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 
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We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

8. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the lie that defending our national honor, our land or our way of life is more important than human 

lives. Archangel Michael, SHATTER the lie that national or personal honor justifies the killing of 

other people. SHATTER the lie that a piece of land or a line on a map is worth more than human 

lives. SHATTER the lie that preserving our way of life is more important than preserving the lives 

of ourselves and others. Archangel Michael, reveal the truth that God told us not to kill because 

human life is more important than any of the affairs of men. God gave us life, and only God has 

the right to take it away. Strip us of the mass illusion that we have the right to play god. 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

9. Archangel Michael, bind and consume all dark forces and dark spirits creating or upholding 

the lie that our leaders are always right and that challenging them is unpatriotic. Archangel 

Michael, SHATTER the lie that if our leaders call for war, we must always support them. 

SHATTER the lie that we are unpatriotic by speaking out against war and demanding a new 

approach to conflict. Archangel Michael, reveal the truth that it is our duty to be loyal to God first 

and our nations second, and that it is our right to demand that our leaders follow the Law of 

Love. 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 
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Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

 

Help all decision makers Choose Life! 

Beloved Archangel Michael, save us or we perish! (3X) 

Archangel Michael, save all decision makers from the consciousness of death that causes us 

to identify ourselves as mortal human beings who are separated from our God. 

Beloved Archangel Michael, thou Defender of Faith, if people knew better, they would do better, 

and I call for you to cut free all decision makers from the lies of anti-christ that have enveloped 

our souls, so we have no way of understanding the true, spiritual cause of this conflict. Archangel 

Michael, help all decision makers rise above the consciousness of death and be free to see the 

truth of Christ and the shining reality of God. Cut us free to see God and no longer live as human 

beings but live as the spiritual beings that we truly are. 

Archangel Michael, by the authority of my free will, I now say on behalf of all decision makers: 

“We are willing to change our lives. We are willing to lose our mortal sense of life, our mortal 

sense of identity, that is based on the limitations of this world and the duality of the carnal mind. 

We are willing to let our eyes be single, so that we can see beyond the subtle lies of the 

serpentine mind and be filled with the Light of Christ. We are willing to surrender our emotional 

attachments to the things of this world and the limitations that seem so real. We are willing to 

lose this sense of life to win the immortal life of the Christ consciousness and accept our true 

identity as sons and daughters of God.” 

Therefore I now say, with the full authority of my free will and the power of the Christ Flame 

within me: 

WE CHOOSE LIFE! (4X) 

“We choose the consciousness of life, the Christ consciousness, and we accept that we are alive 

forevermore in the light of Christ. We accept that behind all appearances of this world is the 

reality of our God, and therefore we vow to nevermore give permanency to any worldly 

appearances. We affirm that God is everywhere and therefore also in us. We choose to be one 

with our God, and therefore we are the Presence of Archangel Michael in this world.” 

Archangel Michael, bind all dark forces behind this conflict  

1. By the authority of the Christ Flame within me, I call to Archangel Michael to bind and expose 

all leaders who are secretly manipulating this conflict in violation of the trust of their own people. 

Strip all decision makers of the blindness that prevents us from seeing what our leaders are 

doing behind our backs. Enlighten us so we can see through all of the propaganda spread by 

the governments and media in the nations involved with this conflict. Expose the false prophets 

in church and state, those who claim they are working for a good cause while plotting to control 

the people. Archangel Michael, shatter and consume all smokescreens, NOW! 
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Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

2. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and consume all illusions blinding the 

leaders and media people in all involved nations. Strip them of the illusion that national security 

can justify violations of the laws of God and man. Strip them of the illusion that causes them to 

think that only continued use of force can defend them against violence. Cut free all decision 

makers to see that the more we use force, the more the universe will generate a counterforce. 

Awaken us to the reality that no nation can defeat the universe. Archangel Michael, shatter the 

planetary illusion of defense through violence and consume it, NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

3. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and bind the dark spirits and fallen angels 

who are the spoilers, those seeking to create conflict in order to prove God wrong. Archangel 

Michael, send billions of Blue-flame angels to bind these evildoers who claim to be working for 

peace but only want war. Cut free all decision makers from the lies and temptations used by the 

spoilers to agitate us and trap us in a senseless desire for destruction. Strip us of all blindness, 
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so we can finally see the insanity of perpetual conflict. Archangel Michael, bind the spoilers, 

NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

4. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and bind all fallen angels, and their 

henchmen, who are using violence to trap us in spiritual slavery. Archangel Michael, send 

billions of Blue-flame angels to bind these evildoers and cut them off from the light of God. Cut 

free all decision makers from the lies and temptations that cause us to repeat the old karmic 

patterns, thereby continuing the cycle of violence and giving our lifeblood to the dark forces. 

Strip us of the blindness that causes us to think we are defending our country, race, ethnic group 

or honor, while in reality we are cattle, led to the slaughter by the forces of evil. Archangel 

Michael, bind these dark spirits, NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 
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5. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and bind all dark spirits and fallen angels 

who are using the divide-and-conquer tactic to scatter the children of God. Archangel Michael, 

send billions of Blue-flame angels to bind these evildoers and remove them from the Earth. Cut 

free all decision makers from the lies and temptations that cause us to think that division and 

conflict is more important than unity and peace. Strip us of the blindness that causes us to think 

we are doing God’s work by killing our spiritual brethren. Archangel Michael, bind these dark 

spirits and fallen angels, NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

6. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and bind the laggard souls, those who will 

not give up their egos and who refuse to grow toward union with God. Beloved Jesus, send your 

angels of judgment to awaken these recalcitrant souls to the reality that they must either change 

their ways or be removed from the Earth. Archangel Michael, cut free all decision makers from 

the pride that makes us unwilling to admit our wrong actions and beliefs. Strip us of the blindness 

that causes us to feel that we would rather die than change our ways and seek peace. Archangel 

Michael, remove all laggard souls from the Earth, NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 
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We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

7. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and bind the rebellious souls who will not 

give up their belief that the end can justify the means. Beloved Jesus, send your angels of 

judgment to awaken these recalcitrant souls to the reality that one cannot bring God’s kingdom 

by violating God’s laws. Archangel Michael, cut free all decision makers from the blindness that 

causes us to believe in the insanity that violence will bring peace or that violence is the ultimate 

solution to conflict. Archangel Michael, shatter and consume this mass delusion, NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

8. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and bind the power elite who are seeking 

to create wars in order to sell weapons to both sides and profit from the bloodshed. Beloved 

Jesus, send your angels of judgment to awaken these merchants of death to the reality that God 

is not mocked and that they will inevitably reap what they have sown. Archangel Michael, cut 

free all decision makers from the blindness that causes us to become fodder for the 

moneychangers who have invaded our Father’s house, selling the satanic lie that only the 

spilling of blood can wash away the sins of the past. Archangel Michael, shatter and consume 

the planetary infatuation with violence, NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 
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Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

9. Archangel Michael, take dominion over this conflict and bind the power elite who are seeking 

to create artificial tension in order to further their short-term political agenda or their long-term 

agenda of complete world domination. Beloved Jesus, send your angels of judgment to awaken 

these devil worshippers to the reality that it does not profit a man to gain the whole world and 

lose his soul. Archangel Michael, cut free all decision makers from the blindness that causes us 

to become sacrifices on the altars of power and control, while thinking we are working for a 

worthy cause. Archangel Michael, bind the members of the power elite and remove them from 

the Earth, NOW! 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Archangel Michael, Lord of Angels, 

Your Presence is always with us. 

Protect us from all forces of darkness, 

and bind the enemy within us. 

We take dominion over our lives, 

and manifest God’s kingdom on Earth. 

 

Holy Michael, Defender of Faith. 

we invoke your Blue-flame Sword. 

Cut us free from the lies of anti-christ, 

so we can pierce the veil of separation. 

We affirm our oneness with God, 

and form the Body of God on Earth. 

 

 

I claim planet Earth for God 

By the authority of the Christ Flame within my heart, I claim planet Earth for God and for the 

Ascended Host. I will not allow the forces of anti-christ to destroy this planet in their attempts to 

prove that God was wrong by giving us free will. I will not allow them to destroy souls in their 

prideful quest for revenge against God. Therefore, I use my free will to choose the truth of Christ 

over the lies of anti-christ. 

Beloved Archangel Michael, send billions of Blue-flame Angels to cut all decision makers free 

from the lies of anti-christ, the consciousness of death and the veil of separation. Beloved Jesus, 

send your angels of judgment to all decision makers and help us see beyond the duality of the 

carnal mind, so we can freely choose whom we will serve. Beloved Mother Mary, send your 

angels of unconditional love to set all decision makers free from fear. I call that all decision 

makers be empowered to make a completely free choice between the consciousness of death 
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and the consciousness of life. By the authority of the Christ Flame within my heart, I call to all 

decision makers involved with this conflict: 

CHOOSE LIFE! (4X) 

Archangel Michael, bind the souls who choose death and remove them from the Earth, so they 

cannot drag humanity down into their self-created Hell. Archangel Michael, protect those who 

choose life, so we can manifest the Christ consciousness and become the open doors for 

bringing God’s kingdom and replacing this conflict with true peace. Cut all decision makers free 

from the illusion that causes us to go along with the mass consciousness instead of taking active 

measures to stop the conflict. Awaken us to the eternal truth that if good people do nothing, evil 

will inevitably triumph. Inspire us to take dominion over this conflict and bring Christ peace. 

I claim planet Earth for God, and I accept Jesus Christ as the spiritual King of Earth, now and 

forever. Amen. 

Section 3 

 

Oh Mother Mary, teach all decision makers unconditional forgiveness 

Oh Mother Mary, help all decision makers understand, accept and internalize the fundamental 

truth that the universe is a mirror that reflects back to us whatever we send out. Therefore, our 

outer situation is a reflection of our inner situation. Help us see that when we choose to engage 

in anger, blame or a desire for revenge, we are truly hurting ourselves more than anyone else. 

Help us know that the universe will reflect all negative feelings back to us, and they will build a 

prison around our souls. 

Oh Mother Mary, help all decision makers see that our I AM Presence is as pure and perfect as 

the day it was created as an immaculate concept in the mind of God. Therefore, nothing we 

have encountered in this world, including this conflict, has damaged or stained the divine 

perfection of who we really are. Oh Mother Mary, help us accept that we can let God’s perfection 

shine through our souls and outer awareness. Help us forgive ourselves and all life, so that we 

can let go of all imperfections that cover our true identity and form a wall around the light beam 

of our I AM Presence. 

Oh Mother Mary, help all decision makers see that when we forgive unconditionally, we are 

letting the light of our I AM Presence shine through us to bring God’s perfection into our world. 

Help us accept that when we forgive, our Father works hitherto, and we work, and therefore we 

are one with our Father! 

 

I take dominion over the Ma-ter light in this conflict 

1. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all illusions, causing people to identify themselves as separated from God and in opposition 

to each other. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter 

light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, awaken all decision makers to the reality that all of us are 

sons and daughters of God and that all life is one. Teach us that when we hurt another, we are 

hurting ourselves and the Earth Mother. Heal the etheric bodies of all decision makers and the 

Earth Mother. 
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Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

Hail Mother of Light 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 

 

Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

2. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all illusions of anti-christ working in this conflict. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work 

by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of 

Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, awaken all decision makers to the reality that if good people 

do nothing, evil will always triumph. Give us the vision and courage to actively stop the spiral of 

violence through the love of Christ within us. Heal the mental bodies of all decision makers and 

the Earth Mother. 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 

 

Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

3. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all energy vortexes, causing people’s emotions to be so agitated that we lose all sanity and 
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rationality. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light 

and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, heal the emotional bodies of all decision makers, so we 

can feel the inner peace that passes understanding. Give us the love and courage to pull 

ourselves away from the mass delusion of this conflict. Heal the emotional bodies of all decision 

makers and the Earth Mother. 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 

 

Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

4. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all vortexes of panic and irrationality, causing decision makers to act blindly without 

considering long-term consequences. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking 

dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now 

and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, set all decision makers free from the overwhelming 

energies of the mass consciousness, so we can think about long-term consequences before we 

act. Give us the courage to dare to go against the mass consciousness and refuse to be pulled 

into a lynch-mob mentality. Heal the physical bodies of all decision makers and the Earth Mother. 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 
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Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

5. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all misinformation or disinformation enveloping the minds of all decision makers. My I AM 

Presence works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding 

it to materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, awaken all decision makers to the need to stop believing 

the worst and to stop focusing on the negative aspects of this conflict. Give us the courage to 

stand up to the power elite, who are manipulating us through disinformation. Inspire us to 

demand the truth and help us see this conflict through the eyes of Christ. 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 

 

Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

6. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up the egos of all decision makers, causing us to be trapped in hypocrisy. My I AM Presence 

works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to 

materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, awaken all decision makers to the need to take full 

responsibility for our roles in this conflict. Inspire us to see beyond our pride and admit that God 

never approved the concept that we must do evil that good may come. Give us the courage to 

stand up to our own egos, so we can come apart from the blindness of hypocrisy. Inspire us to 

have the humility to bring peace and start a spiral of unconditional love. 
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Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 

 

Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

7. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all prejudice based on race, religion, nationality or other outer divisions. My I AM Presence 

works hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to 

materialize the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, awaken all decision makers to the reality that God does 

not judge us based on man-made criteria but on the purity of our hearts. Give us the courage to 

purify our hearts of all judgment. Inspire us to seek the perfect love that casts out fear, so we 

can love one another as God loves us. 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 

 

Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

8. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all false desires for justice through punishment. My I AM Presence works hitherto, and I work 
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by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize the perfect vision of 

Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, awaken all decision makers to the reality that everyone will 

reap what they have sown. Teach us that God’s law of cause and effect will return all imperfect 

energy to its originator. Inspire us to see that when we seek to punish others, we interfere with 

God’s law and create karma, thereby setting the stage for the next conflict that might kill our own 

children. Give us the vision to stop these age-old karmic patterns, so we can turn the other cheek 

and allow God’s law to work through us. 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 

 

Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

9. I affirm that the Presence of Infinite Light has dominion over the Light substance that makes 

up all hopelessness or the sense that it is too late to stop the conflict. My I AM Presence works 

hitherto, and I work by taking dominion over this Ma-ter light and commanding it to materialize 

the perfect vision of Christ, now and forever. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, awaken all decision makers to the reality that with God all 

things are possible. Inspire us to see that it is never too late to lay down our arms and forgive 

our brethren. Give us the courage to say no to the forces that incite us to violence. Inspire us to 

simply turn away from the conflict and embrace the peace that passes understanding. 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light—SHIVA! (3X) 

 

Hail Mary, Mother of Light, 

I am in the world of Ma-ter Light, 

yet my Being is of the spiritual Light. 

I am the open door for God’s Light, 

forming an unstoppable waterfall of Light, 

that fills the Earth with the Presence of Light. 
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Holy Mary, Queen of Light, 

I honor your pure Mother Light, 

and see that matter is made from your Light. 

I am one with the Presence of Infinite Light, 

and as one we command the Ma-ter Light, 

to materialize on Earth the Kingdom of Light. 

 

Help all decision makers remember our first love  

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, help all decision makers remember that before our souls 

came into this world, we made a choice to come here. Help us remember the moment when our 

I AM Presence stood before God, as God made the call for those who were willing to descend 

into God’s latest creation, the material universe itself, and help it become a self-aware universe 

that could start the spiral of self-transcendence leading to full God consciousness. 

Help us remember how we stood there in that central hall before the throne of God and looked 

out over the vastness of this beautiful universe with its multitudes of galaxies and solar systems 

and planets. Help us remember that we saw plain as day the fact that someone had to descend 

into that universe to start the spiral, the ascending spiral of self-awareness, that would lead the 

entire universe to become self-conscious and to become conscious of the self as God. 

Help us remember how our I AM Presence looked upon this vast universe and felt the 

unconditional love of God, the drive for self-transcendence, well up from the very center of our 

beings. Help us remember how we looked at God and said, “Here I am Lord, send me! I will go 

and bring your unconditional love into this universe until all becomes an expression of that 

unconditional love.” 

Shake all decision makers awake so we can experience a moment of truth and see how 

senseless the current conflict is compared to the true desires of our souls. Awaken us to the 

undeniable realization that we truly did not come to Earth to waste our lives on petty conflicts 

and insane power plays that will not help us co-create God’s kingdom. Help us reconnect to the 

original vision and desire of our lifestreams, so we can feel the inner peace and find the strength 

to leave behind this conflict and use it as a stepping stone for moving closer to the kingdom of 

God. Help us fulfill our original desire to bring God’s kingdom to Earth. Help us see that even a 

conflict can become a tool for awakening people to a greater purpose and a determination to 

bring about the perfect vision of Christ in building a better future for all. 

Heal all decision makers from spiritual poisons 

1. In the name of Jesus Christ, I call to beloved Mary, Mother of Miracles and beloved Kuan Yin, 

Mother of Mercy, teach all decision makers the miracle of holding the immaculate concept for 

ourselves, for all life and for the Earth. Beloved Vairochana, eradicate the poison of ultimate 

ignorance and delusion from our consciousness and world. Replace it with your All-pervading 

Wisdom of the Dharmakaya and reveal the ultimate reality that everything sprang from the one 

God. Fill us with the uncompromising courage of the lion that we may conquer all obstacles of 

ignorance, especially the ultimate illusion of being separated from God. 

 

OM VAIROCHANA OM (3X or 9X) 
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Hail Mary 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

2. Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, help all decision makers surrender all that stands in the 

way of the manifestation of God’s miracle in our lives. Beloved Akshobya, eradicate the poison 

of anger and hatred from our consciousness and world. Replace it with your Mirror-like Wisdom 

that reflects all things calmly and reveals their true nature as being God wearing a disguise. Fill 

us with the strength of the elephant that we may conquer all obstacles of hatred. Help us 

overcome all tendency to respond to situations with anger and fill us with your mirror-like 

calmness that reflects all imperfect energies back upon their source. 

OM AKSHOBYA HUM (3X or 9X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

3. Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, help all decision makers surrender our human egos and 

false sense of identity. Beloved Ratnasambhava, eradicate the poison of spiritual and intellectual 

pride from our consciousness and world. Replace it with your Wisdom of Equality and reveal 

that all things are of equal value in the eyes of God because all things are God. Fill us with the 

swiftness of the horse that we may conquer all obstacles of pride. Fill us with your equanimity 

that we may see and serve God in all whom we meet, including ourselves. 

OM RATNASAMBHAVA TRAM (3X or 9X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 
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River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

4. Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, help all decision makers confess that we of our own 

selves can do nothing; it is the I AM Presence within us who is the true doer. Beloved Amitabha, 

eradicate the poison of cravings, lust and greed from our consciousness and world. Replace it 

with your Discriminating Wisdom and reveal the difference between the true desires of God and 

the false desires of the human ego. Fill us with the grace of the peacock that we may conquer 

all obstacles of unquenchable desires and fulfill the true desires of our souls. 

OM AMITABHA HRIH (3X or 9X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

5. Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, help all decision makers accept that we are the Living 

Christs walking the Earth, and therefore God can do the works through us that he did through 

Jesus. Beloved Amogasiddhi, eradicate the poison of envy and jealousy from our consciousness 

and world. Replace it with your All-accomplishing Wisdom of Perfected Action and reveal the 

ever-present truth that with God all things are possible. Fill us with your uncompromising courage 

of perfected action that we may conquer all obstacles to the expression of our divine individuality 

in this life. Fill us with your absolute knowledge that God loves us as the unique individuals we 

were created to be, and therefore we can find peace only by being who we really are. 

OM AMOGASIDDHI AH (3X or 9X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 
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6. Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, help all decision makers stop denying the Christ within 

ourselves and enter the inner path. Beloved Vajrasattva, eradicate the poison of non-will and 

non-being from our consciousness and world. Replace it with your Wisdom of God’s Diamond 

Will and reveal that the things of this world are transient and can never fulfill our true desires to 

be co-creators with God. Fill us with your all-conquering sense of Being in the Will of God. Fill 

us with your infinite love of God that we may be willing to lay down our mortal sense of identity 

to win the immortal life of Being the Christ in action always. 

OM VAJRASATTVA HUM (3X or 9X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

7. In the name of the Miracle Mother East and West, I call to the Dhyani Buddhas to balance the 

souls of all decision makers and help us integrate your divine qualities and be whole as sons 

and daughters of God. I call to the Dhyani Buddhas to send your angels to cut free and retrieve 

all fragments of our souls and return them to us. I call to the angels of Kuan Yin and Mother 

Mary to integrate all soul fragments, so we may be whole once again and outpicture the perfect 

matrix of our unique individuality. I accept the full physical manifestation of our wholeness. In 

the name of Jesus Christ, it is finished! Amen. 

OM HUM TRAM HRIH AH HUM OM (3X or 9X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

8. Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, help all decision makers accept the miracle of God’s 

kingdom manifest on Earth. I call directly to the heart of our Father-Mother God, beloved Alpha 

and Omega, help us accept that we are your sons and daughters and that you made us to be 

co-creators with you. Help us see that we have a right to be alive on planet Earth without being 
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used as pawns by dark forces or the power elite. Help us claim our right to go beyond all selfish 

power plays and instead co-create the kingdom of God on planet Earth. 

OM I AM THAT I AM OM (3X or 9X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

9. Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, fill all decision makers with your infinite mercy and your 

unconditional forgiveness. Help us see that total forgiveness is the only path to total spiritual and 

material freedom. Fill us with the unconditional love that casts out our fear of letting go of all 

resentment toward any part of life. Help us lovingly and willingly surrender all non-forgiveness 

in our beings and extend unconditional, infinite mercy toward ourselves, all other people and 

God. 

OM MANI PADME HUM—SHIVA! (9X or 33X) 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

 

Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, take command over this conflict 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, take command over this conflict and consume all that is 

less than the perfection of God through your Miracle Grace. Raise up all decision makers to be 

the handmaidens of the Lord and give birth to the Christ consciousness that truly is the open 

door which no human can shut. Raise up your own substance, matter itself, so that it refuses to 

be used for violence, killing and warfare and instead turns all violence back upon its originators. 

Beloved Mother Mary and Kuan Yin, bring forth through your mercy and miracle grace the 

manifestation of a mass awakening that will empower all decision makers to see the reality that 

those who live by the sword shall perish by the sword. Shake us out of our spiritual blindness so 

we can accept that the cosmic mirror will reflect all imperfect energies back upon ourselves and 
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our children. Awaken us to the need to stop the senseless spirals of violence that cause the sins 

of the fathers to be visited as a karmic return upon future generations. 

Awaken all decision makers to the realization that violence can never bring peace. Help us see 

that continuing the age-old quest to bring peace through violence is nothing less than insanity. 

Peace can only come when someone has the courage to stop the spirals of violence by going 

against the mass consciousness and extending unconditional mercy. Give us the courage to 

see that it is up to us to take the first step toward peace, and if we don’t do it, no one will. Give 

us the courage to let God within us consume the fires of violence in our beings. 

We express our gratitude for your infinite mercy, your unconditional forgiveness and your all-

accomplishing Miracle Grace. We are so grateful to be alive at this cosmic moment to help the 

Earth move out of these age-old spirals of perpetual violence. We are grateful to witness how 

God in us turns a new leaf in history and turns the Earth into Freedom’s Star to light the Galaxy 

and bring new hope that God conquers all. 

 

 

Section 4 

 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting us free from dark 

spirits and dark energies. 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting us free from the 

lies of anti-christ and all spiritual blindness. 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting us free from 

spiritual slavery under the forces of anti-christ. 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting us free from 

material slavery under the power elite. 

I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael and 

Shiva binding all illusions on planet Earth and awakening all decision makers to the 

consciousness of peace. 

I accept that Mother Mary and Kuan Yin envelop myself and all decision makers in the infinite 

and unconditional love of the Divine Mother. I accept that we are worthy to receive that love, and 

I absorb it into my being. I allow this perfect love to cast out all fears and other imperfect feelings 

in myself and all decision makers. I accept that our souls are finally free to respond to all 

situations with love. I accept that I am a sun, radiating divine love to everyone I meet. I accept 

that as God’s love streams through me, it consumes all unlike itself, it consumes all forces of 

anti-love on this planet. 

The Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness thereof. (3X) Amen. 

In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle 

Mother, Amen. 
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Sealing 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his Blue-flame Angels surround myself, my family and all 

decision makers with an impenetrable shield of Blue-flame energy. I affirm that we are sealed 

from all toxic energies sent against us by the dark forces behind this conflict. I affirm that we are 

sealed from all hatred, backlash and revenge from the forces of anti-christ, who are angry when 

we give this invocation. I accept that Archangel Michael and Shiva bind the enemy within all 

decision makers, the human ego, so that when the prince of this world comes, he has nothing 

in us. I surrender the anti-selves of myself and all decision makers and accept that they are 

consumed by the Violet Flame and the unconditional love of Mother Mary. I accept that our anti-

selves are replaced by our Christ selves, now and forever. 

By the power of the Christ Flame within us, we affirm that the kingdom of God is manifest on 

Earth. It is manifest through the infinite power of God, acting through our I AM Presences and 

the Presence of the I AM THAT I AM, Archangel Michael and Shiva. Amen. 
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WINV12: Invocation for Invoking the Flame of Peace 
 

In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle 

Mother, Amen. 

In the name of Archangel Michael, Jesus Christ, Mother Mary, Saint Germain and the entire 

spirit of the Ascended Host, I dedicate this invocation to the manifestation of Ecstatic Peace in . 

. . 

(Describe specific situations and places where you want this invocation to bring peace.) 

 

Prayer for Ecstatic peace 

Lord, I choose to BE an instrument of your peace. 

Where there is hatred, I AM the Flame of Love. 

Where there is injury, I AM the Flame of Justice. 

Where there is doubt, I AM the Flame of Truth. 

Where there is despair, I AM the Flame of Vision. 

Where there is darkness, I AM the Light of the world. 

Where there is sadness, I AM the Flame of Blissful Joy. 

O Divine Master, I chose to console others and in so doing find your consolation. 

I chose to understand others and in so doing find your understanding. 

I chose to love others and in so doing find your love for me. 

For it is in giving of ourselves to others that we receive more of you. 

It is in forgiving others that we find your forgiveness. 

It is in letting the ego die that we are reborn into the eternal life of being the Living Christ—on 

Earth as we are in Heaven, now and forever MORE. 

It is when we dare to BE here below all that we are Above that the Earth will be here below all 

that she is in the heart of God. And thus I AM the Golden Age made manifest, as I love God’s 

flame of Ecstatic Peace with all my heart, soul and mind. For I AM the light of the world, and as 

long as I AM in the world, there is peace on Earth and God’s will toward all life. 

I AM willing to walk the Path of Peace 

I now choose to recognize the fundamental reality that God has given human beings dominion 

over the Earth. Thus, we are the only ones who have the authority to stop war and bring 

peace, for we are the ones who start wars. 

I recognize that the real cause of war is that people have become blinded by the consciousness 

of duality and separation that makes it impossible to see the oneness of all life. Thus, they think 

they can destroy evil, do God’s work or even create peace by killing the people they label as 

evil. Yet it is impossible to solve a problem with the same state of consciousness that created 

the problem. And thus it is impossible to bring peace through the consciousness of anti-christ 

that is the real cause of war. 

Peace can be brought about only by bringing the Light of Peace, the Flame of Ecstatic Peace, 

to consume the consciousness of war. That Flame of Peace comes from the spiritual being 
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known as the Elohim of Peace. Yet the Flame of Peace must enter this world through people in 

embodiment, for we have been given dominion over the Earth. Thus, I dedicate myself to walking 

the Path of Peace, whereby I first remove the beam in my own eye, the warring in my own 

members, so that I can become the open door for the Flame of Peace to shine into this world 

and consume the cause of war. 

Thus, I now affirm the words of the Elohim of Peace so that the Light of Peace may stream 

through these words as I speak them in the material realm, whereby they become the Living 

Word. I send these words and their message into the mass consciousness to awaken those who 

can be awakened, those who have volunteered to walk the Path of Peace in this lifetime. 

Therefore, I say to all spiritual people on Earth: 

WAKE UP AND TAKE A STAND FOR PEACE! (4X) 

1. Peace. Peace. I affirm that peace cannot come from this world but that it must come from a 

higher realm. The source of peace is the God Flame of Peace. True peace on Earth can come 

only when that Flame of Peace is allowed to shine its light to consume the shadows of war, 

conflict, even the warring in the members of God’s people on Earth. 

Hail Flame of Peace 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

2. I affirm that Jesus was called the Prince of Peace because he came to inaugurate the age of 

Pisces, which was meant to take humankind and the Earth to a higher level, where the Golden 

Age and the kingdom of God can be physically manifest on this planet. Jesus came to inaugurate 

the Age of Peace in which humankind was meant to overcome all war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 
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Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

3. I affirm that the wars and rumors of wars are simply the death throes of the forces of war that 

have been ruling this planet for thousands of years. I affirm that their opportunity is fast coming 

to an end. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

4. I affirm that it is time for the forces of war to either surrender their warring ways and start the 

Path of Peace or to be taken from this planet, so that the Earth can continue to grow without 

being pulled down by the weight of these lifestreams—who have, for thousands of years, 

dedicated their entire beings to making war, mastering the art of war, always engaging in the 

dualistic struggle to destroy what they have defined as the enemy. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

5. I see that these lifestreams are warring against themselves because they are trying to deflect 

attention from the conflict in their own beings by creating conflicts between themselves and 
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others. Thereby, they have an excuse for defeating the enemy without instead of finally facing, 

conquering, and defeating the enemy within that is their own egos. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

6. I affirm that Jesus came to give everyone the essential spiritual keys for walking the Path of 

Peace and obtaining the inner peace that can bring outer peace on Earth. I affirm that the top 

ten percent of the most spiritually evolved people on this planet are the ones who have the 

potential to take the Earth into the Golden Age. I dedicate myself to the Path of Peace, the path 

of overcoming the warring in my own members. I choose to anchor the Flame of Peace so there 

can be peace on Earth. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

7. I affirm that the Elohim of Peace is bound by the law of God and can only radiate the Flame 

of Peace to planet Earth when there are open hearts who can be the open doors for the Flame 

of Peace. I dedicate my life to becoming the open door for peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 
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the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

8. I affirm that the Elohim of Peace has access to the infinite supply of God’s peace and can 

consume all war and conflict on this planet and instantly consume those who are not willing to 

give up their warring ways. Yet this would be a violation of the law of free will. Thus, I choose to 

take dominion over the Earth and be the open door for peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

9. I now decide that I will no longer accept war on this planet. And in order for that decision to 

carry authority and have dominion over the Earth, I am willing to overcome the warring in my 

own members. I am willing to be a focus for the flame of God Peace so that God can do the 

works through me that he did through Jesus. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 
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soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

10. I affirm that Jesus told us to turn the other cheek because it is the key to overcoming war. 

No matter what anyone does to me, I will not respond with violence. I will respond by turning the 

other cheek. And when I do so, I become an open door for the God Flame of Peace to shine 

through my being. And thus, that God Flame of Peace will consume the warring in other people. 

I choose to open my solar plexus chakra to the Flame of Peace and to rise above the downward 

spiral of violence and conflict on this planet. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

11. I affirm that the downward spirals that human beings have created on this planet can come 

to an end only when people refuse to destroy those whom they have defined as the enemy. I 

affirm that Jesus attempted to shake people out of the illusion that you can defeat evil by resisting 

evil. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 
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12. I affirm that there is only one way to stop a spiral of violence and conflict, namely that 

someone must decide to respond to violence with non-violence. I now decide to turn the other 

cheek instead of perpetuating the spiral of violence. I choose to be the open door for the Flame 

of Peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

 

1. Throat, Solar plexus 

Hail Mary, we give praise 

the Mother Light in all you raise. 

In perfect balance light will stream, 

in harmony our souls will gleam. 

Refrain: 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

All troubles in the heart now cease, 

as Mary’s love brings great release. 

The rose of twelve in fullest bloom, 

the soul is free to meet her groom. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 
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River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The throat is shining oh so blue, 

the will of God is always true. 

God’s power is released in love 

through Christ direction from Above. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The solar center is at peace, 

as fear and anger we release. 

The sacred ten will now unfold 

a glow of purple and of gold.  

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

When Mother Light and Buddha meet, 

the force of darkness they defeat, 

with Jesus and our saint Germain, 

they bring the Golden Age again. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 
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We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss, 

as I am in eternal bliss, 

floating in a space sublime, 

in harmony with sacred chime. 

Coda: 

By Mother Mary’s endless Grace, 

we conquer time, we conquer space. 

The Buddha Nature is in all 

and thus we rise to heed the call 

to be the Christed ones on Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

1. I see that there is no other way for war to be banished from the Earth than by having the top 

ten percent of the people on Earth fully embody the principle of non-violence. I am willing to 

follow Jesus’ teaching and look for the beam in my own eye instead of focusing all of my attention 

on the mote in the eye of another. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

2. I refuse to enter the blind alley of focusing my attention on the many problems on Earth. I 

affirm that the top ten percent of the people on this planet have dominion over the Earth in the 

sense that if most of us believe the Earth is on the brink of disaster, then this planet will be on 

the brink of disaster. I now choose to live as if the world is on the brink of a Golden Age, and I 

accept that this planet IS on the brink of the Golden Age. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 
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Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

3. I affirm that it is all a matter of decision. I refuse to accept that the world is going into a spiral 

of self-destruction. I affirm that the world is going into a Golden Age. I am at peace in my being, 

and I am the open door for the Elohim of Peace to radiate the Flame of Peace that will take the 

world away from the brink of destruction. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

4. I choose to stop focusing on the darkness, and instead I focus on the light that is within myself. 

I affirm the culmination of the Piscean Age in which a critical number of people will master their 

individual Christhood. I affirm that there is a sufficient number of people in embodiment to be 

the open doors for the Flame of Peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 
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Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

5. I affirm that Jesus came to start the Age of Peace but he is not allowed to finish it. In order for 

the Age of Peace to come to its culmination, a critical mass of people in embodiment must decide 

to embody the teachings of Jesus to the point where they too become the Christ, where they too 

become the princes and princesses of peace. Thus, I take my stand on Earth and I say, “Thus 

far and no farther. The warring in my members has come to an end this day. And thus I am a 

focus for the Elohim of Peace and I am radiating the Flame of Peace that consumes all war and 

conflict on the Earth.” 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

6. I affirm that those who truly are the disciples of Christ are known by the fact that they love one 

another as Jesus loves us. I see that this is the essential key. For truly, in order to turn the other 

cheek and not engage in any violence or anger no matter what other people do to me – in order 

to truly turn the other cheek to anything that is done to me – I must love other people as Christ 

loves everyone. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 
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7. I affirm that the Living Christ loves people as he loves himself. And the self of the Living Christ 

is God. Thus, the Living Christ loves everyone because the Living Christ sees God in everyone. 

I affirm that I AM the Living Christ, and I see God in myself. I love others as myself because I 

realize that other people are part of the one Body of God on Earth—out of which I too am a part. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

8. I affirm that the Living Christ, while seeing all imperfections, does not focus its attention on 

the imperfections. When the Living Christ sees another person, the Living Christ focuses on the 

immaculate concept and the potential for that person. It focuses attention on the positive 

potential and sees the imperfections as a temporary roadblock. And then the Living Christ does 

whatever is necessary to help the other person overcome that roadblock and grow into the 

fullness of its highest potential. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

9. I affirm that the Living Christ never has any desire to put down, limit or destroy any part of life. 

The Living Christ has only one desire and that is to raise up every other part of life because it 

knows that only by doing so does it raise up itself. I now say with Jesus, “Inasmuch as you have 

done it unto the least of these my brethren, you have done it unto me.” I affirm the oneness of 
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all life. I see that all other people are part of the Body of God, and therefore when I hurt any part 

of that body, I am hurting the whole—and therefore I am hurting myself. 

Hail Flame of Peace 

10. I affirm that only when we come to this realization can we fully love others. And only when 

we fully love others, can we fully be a focus for the Flame of Peace. I only seek to raise up 

others, instead of seeking to punish them. I radiate the Flame of Peace that will consume their 

propensity for anger or violence. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

11. I affirm that darkness can be removed only by bringing light. Therefore, conflict and war can 

be removed only by bringing the Light of Peace. And in order to remove conflict among the 

people of Earth, someone must bring the Light of Peace by loving everyone as God loves 

everyone. I affirm that the key to attaining inner peace is to purify the heart. I choose to center 

my attention in the heart and contact my own personal God Flame, so that I always keep my 

peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 
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12. I affirm that I will not allow my attention to be drawn away from the heart and into the solar 

plexus chakra. I call to Archangel Michael to protect the solar plexus and consume the forces of 

anti-peace that seek to stir up this chakra. I affirm that I am enveloped in the Flame of Peace, 

so that my attention stays in the center of the heart. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

 

2. Third Eye, Soul 

Hail Mary, we give praise 

the Mother Light in all you raise. 

In perfect balance light will stream, 

in harmony our souls will gleam. 

 

Refrain: 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

All troubles in the heart now cease, 

as Mary’s love brings great release. 

The rose of twelve in fullest bloom, 

the soul is free to meet her groom. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 
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River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

The brow emits an emerald hue, 

Christ’s perfect vision we pursue, 

and as we see God’s perfect plan, 

we feel God’s love for every man. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

The soul is basking in delight, 

as violet flame is shining bright. 

The soul is breathing God’s pure air, 

she feels so free in Mother’s care. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

When Mother Light and Buddha meet, 

the force of darkness they defeat, 

with Jesus and our saint Germain, 

they bring the Golden Age again. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 
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River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss, 

as I am in eternal bliss, 

floating in a space sublime, 

in harmony with sacred chime. 

 

Coda: 

By Mother Mary’s endless Grace, 

we conquer time, we conquer space. 

The Buddha Nature is in all 

and thus we rise to heed the call 

to be the Christed ones on Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

 

1. I vow to avoid having my attention drawn into the feeling body. I see that the primary factor 

that robs me of my peace is that I have expectations of how life should be. I vow that when life 

does not live up to my expectations, I will no longer go into a negative emotional reaction. I will 

stay centered in the heart, I will stay centered in peace. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

2. I see that I have allowed my ego to build an expectation that is completely unrealistic and 

completely out of touch with my original purpose for coming to Earth. I see that in the core of my 

being I have a memory of the spiritual realm. I have a memory of a realm in which there is peace 

and in which the kingdom of God is manifest. I know that this is the way things are meant to 

become here on Earth. I know that I descended on Earth in order to bring my God Flame and 

make a personal contribution to bringing God’s kingdom to Earth. 
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Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

3. I now see that even though this is a true expectation, my ego has perverted it so that it has 

become a false expectation. My ego has created the expectation that this Earth should be – 

already – like the kingdom of Heaven. Therefore, when I encounter conditions that are not the 

way that I know they should be, I will no longer allow my ego to make me believe it is necessary, 

acceptable or unavoidable for me to go into a negative emotional reaction. I will stay centered 

in peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

4. I now see that the ego has come up with any number of false beliefs that seek to justify why 

it is acceptable for me to go into a negative emotional reaction when the ego’s expectations are 

not met. I also see that I did not descend to Earth with the expectation that the Earth should 

already be the kingdom of God. I descended to Earth knowing that the Earth was far below the 

level of the kingdom of God and that I am here to help bring the Earth higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 
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Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

5. I see the essential difference between expecting that I have come to some perfect place that 

is supposed to live up to the standard found in Heaven, or between expecting that I have come 

to an imperfect place and that it will require work, effort and patience to bring the Earth to the 

level of the spiritual realm. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

6. I see that if I expect Earth to be perfect, I am easily trapped into responding negatively when 

I encounter the fact that the Earth is not perfect. Yet if I expect that the Earth is not perfect and 

that I am here to work, then I am not as easily pulled into that negative reaction. I now surrender 

the expectation that the conditions I encounter in life should live up to a certain outer standard 

of perfection. I choose to stay in the centeredness of peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 
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soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

7. I now see through the ego illusion that I did not cause my sense of disappointment. I stop 

blaming other people or imperfect conditions on Earth for my disappointment. I am a true spiritual 

seeker, and I acknowledge that my disappointment is not caused by anything outside myself. It 

is caused by an inner condition, namely my unrealistic expectation of what life should be like 

here on Earth. I now surrender that expectation into the Flame of Peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

8. I affirm that I came here to bring my personal God Flame and to let that light shine. I came 

here to let the light shine during any conditions I might encounter on Earth, so that the perfection 

of my God Flame can consume the imperfections that I encounter on this planet. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

9. I see that I have allowed my ego to create a very subtle expectation that I should not allow 

my light to shine until certain outer conditions are met. I affirm that I am here to consume 

imperfections, and the only way to do this is to let my God Flame shine through me in the face 
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of all imperfections. I will no longer allow my ego to trick me into thinking that when I encounter 

imperfections, I should stop my light from shining. I vow to let my light shine regardless of outer 

conditions. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

10. I affirm that Jesus told his disciples that those who wanted to be known to the world as his 

true disciples should love one another. He also told us that it was not enough to love those who 

loved us, that we have to love even our enemies. I see that Jesus was saying that we should 

love all people no matter what they do. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

11. I see that the ego has tricked people into thinking that we should love other people only 

when they live up to certain outer requirements. Only when they supposedly deserve our love 

should we give them our love. I see that this is a lie. For truly, there is no such thing in God’s 

mind as deserving or not deserving. Jesus said that God lets the sun rise upon the evil and the 

good and the rain descends upon the just and the unjust. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 
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Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

12. I affirm that God does not create conditions. He lets his light shine upon all because he 

knows that letting the light shine is the only way to raise up a person. And it does not matter how 

much that person is trapped in darkness, for only by letting the light shine will the person be free 

of the darkness. I vow to love other people as Christ loves me, and my only concern about other 

people is to help them overcome whatever darkness is temporarily clouding their minds. I am 

here to set them free by loving them, by shining my light upon them. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

 

3. Crown, Base 

Hail Mary, we give praise 

the Mother Light in all you raise. 

In perfect balance light will stream, 

in harmony our souls will gleam. 

Refrain: 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 
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releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

All troubles in the heart now cease, 

as Mary’s love brings great release. 

The rose of twelve in fullest bloom, 

the soul is free to meet her groom. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The crown is like a sea of gold, 

as thousand petals now unfold. 

We see the Buddha in the crown, 

arrayed in his celestial gown. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The base is of the purest white, 

four petals radiate your light. 

The Mother bows in purest love 

to God the Father from Above. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 
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We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

When Mother Light and Buddha meet, 

the force of darkness they defeat, 

with Jesus and our saint Germain, 

they bring the Golden Age again. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss, 

as I am in eternal bliss, 

floating in a space sublime, 

in harmony with sacred chime. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

Coda: 

By Mother Mary’s endless Grace, 

we conquer time, we conquer space. 

The Buddha Nature is in all 

and thus we rise to heed the call 

to be the Christed ones on Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

1. I will no longer judge people according to a human standard or judge who is worthy of my light 

and not worthy of my light. Yet I do not need to treat all people the same and I need not 

indiscriminately let other people abuse me. I see that the light of God is highly intelligent, and it 

will give to each person what that person needs in order to be free. In order for me to be the 

open instrument of this light, I surrender all expectations, even the expectation for what other 

people should be like. I vow to no longer judge people with the outer mind but strive for the 

discernment of Christ. 
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Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

2. I vow to remain centered in the heart, centered in my God Flame, and then allow my God 

Flame to give to each person what that person needs. For some it may be nurturing love, for 

others it may be tough love that challenges their illusions and calls them to come up higher by 

demanding that they see that there is a better way. I will remain centered in peace in all my 

interactions with others. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

3. I see that a rose growing in a contaminated atmosphere is still radiating its fragrance. It does 

not matter that there is no human being around to appreciate the fragrance. For the rose is not 

there to be appreciated. The rose is there to radiate its fragrance, and the rose is focused on 

doing its job. I see that even a rose growing in proximity to the one of the darkest places on 

Earth is not touched by this darkness. It is not concerned by it. It does not judge. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 
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Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

4. I see that the rose does not hold back its fragrance. Anyone who walks up to the rose will 

receive the fullness of its fragrance because the rose is not here to judge; it is simply here to 

radiate the beautiful fragrance that can uplift anyone who smells it. Anyone will receive the 

fragrance of the rose because that rose is only concerned about lifting up any human being by 

sharing its fragrance. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

5. I am willing to give the greatest service for eradicating conflict and war from this planet, and I 

commit myself to walking the inner Path of Peace. I am willing to learn from Jesus, to learn from 

the Prince of Peace, until I too become a prince or princess of peace. I am willing to inherit my 

Father’s kingdom and then give it to all. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 
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soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

6. I affirm that the sixth ray is the ray of Peace, and the seventh ray is the ray of Freedom. I see 

that the Earth is destined to move from the Age of Peace into the Age of Freedom. Yet I know 

there cannot be freedom until there is peace. I see that if I do not have peace in my own being, 

I cannot possibly be free. I will be enslaved by the emotional thralldom that pulls me away from 

peace at the slightest provocation. I vow that I will no longer let any condition on Earth pull me 

out of peace. I will strive to live constantly in a state of peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

7. I see that the Golden Age of Saint Germain cannot be manifest on Earth as long as the dark 

clouds of war are hanging as a constant threat over this planet. Nations cannot truly build the 

Golden Age if everything they build could be destroyed in a matter of minutes through a nuclear 

holocaust or even through a conventional war. Therefore, the key to freedom is peace. I affirm 

that I have been given the key to peace. I will apply that key and I will no longer allow the ego to 

trick me into believing that only when certain outer conditions are met can I be at peace. I vow 

to be centered in peace, now and always. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 
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Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

8. I see that the ego wants me to think that only when certain conditions are met in my personal 

life can I be at peace about my own life. And only when certain conditions are met in the world 

can I be at peace about the future of this planet. I know this is a lie, for the outer conditions are 

nothing but the reflection of my inner conditions. Thus, I will never have conditions of peace in 

my own life or on my planet until I make the decision to be at peace inside myself—regardless 

of the outer conditions. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

9. I see that the essential expectation that the ego has built is that my inner peace depends on 

peace in the outer world. This is the illusion of the ages, for my inner peace depends on nothing 

outside myself. My inner peace depends only on one thing—my inner contact with, my 

centeredness in, the God Flame of Peace. I am centered in the Flame of Peace, now and for 

always, 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

10. I affirm that there is nothing that can stand between me and that inner contact with the Flame 

of Peace. I affirm that the kingdom of God is within me, meaning that no outer conditions in my 
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own psychology or being, or on the planet on which I live, can come between me and my 

oneness with God, my oneness with the Flame of Peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

11. I now choose to stop looking for peace outside myself. I start looking for peace the only place 

it can be found—in the kingdom of peace that is within me. I now see that the Elohim of Peace 

is willing to share the Flame of Peace with all those who will dedicate themselves to being at 

peace regardless of outer conditions. And thus I make that vow and lovingly share in the Flame 

of Ecstatic Peace. 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 

Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

12. I now say with the Elohim of Peace: “Peace be still and know that I AM God. Peace be still 

and know that the I AM Presence within you is God. My peace I leave with you. Multiply it and 

radiate it to all life so that this planet can be at peace.” 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Fire, 

lifting people ever higher. 

Ecstatic Peace, it fills the air, 

the scent of roses everywhere. 
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Ecstatic Peace, the open door, 

consuming every thought of war. 

 

Ecstatic Peace, the Sacred Path 

of overcoming pain and wrath. 

Ecstatic Peace, the waters calm, 

soothing feelings like a balm. 

Ecstatic Peace now fills the Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

 

 

4. Combined 

Hail Mary, we give praise 

the Mother Light in all you raise. 

In perfect balance light will stream, 

in harmony our souls will gleam. 

Refrain: 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

All troubles in the heart now cease, 

as Mary’s love brings great release. 

The rose of twelve in fullest bloom, 

the soul is free to meet her groom. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The throat is shining oh so blue, 

the will of God is always true. 

God’s power is released in love 

through Christ direction from Above. 
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Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The solar center is at peace, 

as fear and anger we release. 

The sacred ten will now unfold 

a glow of purple and of gold. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

All troubles in the heart now cease, 

as Mary’s love brings great release. 

The rose of twelve in fullest bloom, 

the soul is free to meet her groom. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The brow emits an emerald hue, 

Christ’s perfect vision we pursue, 

and as we see God’s perfect plan, 

we feel God’s love for every man. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 
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River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The soul is basking in delight, 

as violet flame is shining bright. 

The soul is breathing God’s pure air, 

she feels so free in Mother’s care. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

All troubles in the heart now cease, 

as Mary’s love brings great release. 

The rose of twelve in fullest bloom, 

the soul is free to meet her groom. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

The crown is like a sea of gold, 

as thousand petals now unfold. 

We see the Buddha in the crown, 

arrayed in his celestial gown. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 
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The base is of the purest white, 

four petals radiate your light. 

The Mother bows in purest love 

to God the Father from Above. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

When Mother Light and Buddha meet, 

the force of darkness they defeat, 

with Jesus and our saint Germain, 

they bring the Golden Age again. 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss, 

as I am in eternal bliss, 

floating in a space sublime, 

in harmony with sacred chime. 

Coda: 

By Mother Mary’s endless Grace, 

we conquer time, we conquer space. 

The Buddha Nature is in all 

and thus we rise to heed the call 

to be the Christed ones on Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

In the name of the Elohim of Peace, Jesus Christ, Mother Mary, Saint Germain and the Great 

Divine Director, I invoke the Flame of Ecstatic Peace and I say: 

EUTAI [pronounced eeh-u-tay] (Chant 3X, 9X, 33X or 144X) 
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Meditation on the Rose of Peace 

In the name of the Elohim of peace, in the name of Jesus Christ, I invoke the Rose of Peace 

and I visualize the Rose of Peace over my solar plexus chakra and the solar plexus chakras of 

all people in… (name a location or situation where you want to bring peace). 

INSTRUCTIONS: Silently visualize a rose that is pure white in appearance and is self-

luminous. Visualize it radiating light into the Earth or a specific situation, how it enfolds the 

situation with a brilliant white light from within itself. 

Visualize the Rose of Peace over your solar plexus chakra and the chakras of other people. 

Visualize how it radiates its light and spreads its fragrance of peace until your entire energy 

field is filled with that light and that fragrance. When you encounter conditions on Earth where 

there is no peace, then visualize the rose of peace over that area and again visualize how it 

fills the entire area with the light and the fragrance of peace. 

NOTE: Visualize this rose of peace over your solar plexus chakra whenever you feel that you are pulled 

into a negative emotional reaction concerning any condition in your personal life or on a planetary 

scale. 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people free 

from the spirits and energies of war. 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people free 

from the lies of anti-christ that lead to war. 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people free 

from the ultimate spiritual slavery of fighting the wars started by the forces of anti-christ. 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all people free 

from the ultimate material slavery of fighting the wars started by the power elite. 

I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael 

binding the forces of war on Earth. 

 

The Earth is the Lord’s and the fullness of his Peace. (3X) Amen. 

 

In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle 

Mother, Amen. 

 

 

Sealing 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his Blue-flame Angels surround all people with an 

impenetrable shield of Blue-flame energy. I affirm that we are sealed from all energies of anti-

peace sent against us by the forces of this world. I accept that Archangel Michael binds the 

enemy within us, the human ego, so that when the prince of this world comes, he has nothing in 

us. I surrender the anti-self and the warring in the members of myself and all people, and I accept 
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that it is consumed by the Flame of Ecstatic Peace and the unconditional love of Mother Mary. 

I accept that people’s anti-selves are replaced by their Christ selves, now and forever. 

By the power of the Christ Flame within me, I affirm that I am sealed in the Flame of Ecstatic 

Peace. I affirm that all people are sealed in the Flame of Ecstatic Peace. I affirm that the Earth 

is sealed in the Flame of Ecstatic Peace. Amen. 
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WINV23: Challenging the Consciousness of anti-christ in Russia 
 

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I accept myself as the Living Christ for 

Russia, and I challenge the consciousness of anti-christ, so that the people of Russia and 

former Soviet Republics will have a frame of reference and be able to make a true choice 

between the one reality of Christ and the many subtle illusions of anti-christ. I call especially for 

the exposure of the consciousness of anti-christ in … 

(Make specific calls.) 

Prayer for Ecstatic peace 

Lord, I choose to BE an instrument of your peace. 

Where there is hatred, I AM the Flame of Love. 

Where there is injury, I AM the Flame of Justice. 

Where there is doubt, I AM the Flame of Truth. 

Where there is despair, I AM the Flame of Vision. 

Where there is darkness, I AM the Light of the world. 

Where there is sadness, I AM the Flame of Blissful Joy. 

O Divine Master, I choose to console others and in so doing find your consolation. 

I choose to understand others and in so doing find your understanding. 

I choose to love others and in so doing find your love for me. 

For it is in giving of ourselves to others that we receive more of you. 

It is in forgiving others that we find your forgiveness. 

It is in letting the ego die that we are reborn into the eternal life of being the Living Christ—on 

Earth as we are in Heaven, now and foreverMORE. 

It is when we dare to BE here below all that we are Above that Russia will be here below all 

that she is in the heart of God. And thus I AM the Golden Age made manifest in Russia, as I 

love God’s flame of Ecstatic Peace with all my heart, soul and mind. For I AM the light of the 

world, and as long as I AM in the world, there is peace on Earth and God’s will toward all life. 

First Ray – Power 

 

1. I AM the ONE, I AM Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending. I will give unto them 

that are athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely. 

 

Refrain 1: 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 
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set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

2. In the name of Archangel Michael, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind the desire to have a strong leader who can solve all problems, so the 

people do not need to take responsibility for their nation. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the desire to bring back the 

communist system and power structure. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the unwillingness to take 

responsibility, leading to totalitarian and authoritarian power structures. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 
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I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the desire for Russia to be 

superior to other nations, especially through military power and specifically through nuclear 

weapons. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind any division of society into 

distinct classes. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind all tendency to see Russia 

as being engaged in an ideological war with the West, going back to the time of the Soviet 

Union. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 
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challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind xenophobia and 

nationalism, leading to aggression, extremism and terrorism. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

Second Ray – Wisdom 

1. In the name of Archangel Jophiel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind the system itself, especially its tendency to act like a beast, so that 

people in leadership positions cannot change the system—even if they have the desire. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 
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2. I AM the ONE, becoming many forms that are destined to return to the One in the cosmic 

dance between the Divine Lover and the Beloved. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the international power 

elite’s desire to destroy the Russian nation, through communism, alcoholism, consumerism 

and any other means. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of balanced 

political opposition parties, including the hoax of the so-called parliamentary opposition in 

Russia. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 
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CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the formation of youth 

organizations under tight control of the power elite. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the distrust people have in 

themselves, in each other and in the government. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind slavery and the sense that 

people are slaves of the system. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 
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CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind all criticism of others and 

the desire to impose one’s own beliefs upon others. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

Third Ray – Love 

1. In the name of Archangel Chamuel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind all disrespect for the law and the acceptance of false moral and ethical 

values as the moral code for life. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind nepotism, leading to many 

forms of corruption that undermine equal opportunity and the equality of justice. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 
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I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I AM the One, manifest as the trinity of Alpha and Omega, held in perfect creative tension by 

the only begotten Son, the Logos of the Christ mind. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind forcing people into military 

service. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind hazing and other forms of 

abuse of power in the military. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 
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I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of knowledge of 

the fact that the universe is a mirror that will return to all what they send out. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of desire to use 

one’s intuition as an inner frame of reference for life. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the attachment to specific 

mental boxes and thought patterns, especially all ideologies that claim there is an ultimate 

system that will solve all problems. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 
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challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

Fourth Ray – Purity 

1. In the name of Archangel Gabriel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind all lack of understanding of the Law of Free Will and the law that 

requires individuals and societies to transcend themselves or disintegrate. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of knowledge 

about the fact that people are spiritual beings, that God is within them and that with God all 

things are possible. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 
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3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the unwillingness to 

change, the unwillingness to wake up, coming from spiritual ignorance and unwillingness to 

take responsibility. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I AM the ONE, the creative fount, expressed as the eternal flow of becoming that forms the 

River of Life, enfolding all that IS in the wings of the Holy Spirit. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of spiritual 

upbringing that causes people to believe false, mechanized knowledge instead of true spiritual 

principles. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 
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CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness that causes society to ignore the 

problems of children and the elderly. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the mechanical approach to 

education, which denies children an understanding of spiritual principles. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the low level of 

consciousness and culture of the people who hold positions of power. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 
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CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

Fifth Ray – Truth 

1. In the name of Archangel Raphael, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind the elder generation’s non-forgiveness and their resentment towards 

the state. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the victim consciousness 

and the desire to hold on to the pain from the past, especially from wars. I challenge the 

unwillingness to forgive the Soviet past. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the tendency to live in the 

past and the unwillingness to live in the NOW. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 
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I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind envy and laziness, leading 

to an unwillingness to see other people progress, the tendency to deceive others in order to 

keep them down and the use of black magic to accomplish this. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I AM the ONE, expressing myself as self-aware beings with the opportunity to become all 

that I AM through the process of consciously choosing to be MORE. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the non-acceptance of 

anything that is new and the unwillingness to learn from other nations. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 
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challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind all tribal consciousness and 

the feeling that one group of people is superior to all other groups. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the insensitivity to life 

expressed as disrespect for the individuality of children and youth, which is manifested as 

psychological and physical violence towards children in the family and in educational 

institutions. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 
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Sixth Ray – Service 

1. In the name of Archangel Uriel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind pedophilia and all other forms of sexual abuse of children. 

 

Refrain 2: 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining upon Russian society, 

exposing all that is impure 

and all that is pure. 

I now take dominion over Russia 

and the former Soviet republics, 

and I call upon all people 

to shake off the impurities of the past: 

ACCELERATE INTO PURITY! 

ACCELERATE INTO PURITY! 

ACCELERATE INTO PURITY! 

2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of a real system for 

protecting the rights of children and youth. 

R I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the tendency for Russia to 

ignore the pure things from the West and adopt only perversions. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 
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CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the extreme materialism 

that causes people to become slaves of money or the body. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind non-acceptance of the 

Divine Feminine, leading to a suppression of the feminine, balancing element in both men and 

women. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I AM the ONE, the self that encompasses all life, and as the self-aware extensions of myself 

become MORE, I become MORE. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 
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set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the perversion of the 

masculine element in women, so they abuse power in both the family and society. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of the proper 

masculine-feminine balance in all human relationships. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

 

Seventh Ray – Freedom 

1. In the name of Archangel Zadkiel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind the inadequate and unjust system of taxation. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 
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challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of diversification in 

the economy, and the unwillingness to adapt production to the needs of the people and what 

can be exported. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the formation of monopolies 

in every aspect of the economy and the business world, especially monopolies on energy 

production and distribution. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of social 

awareness in the economy, where profit is more important than the needs of the people. 
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I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of spiritual vision, 

Divine Direction and creativity in business, industry, technology, science, education and 

culture. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of respect for the 

value of life and the value of the individual, especially in the heath-care system with its 

mechanized, closed-minded approach to healing. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 
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7. I AM the ONE, and every being that came from my Being can become all that I AM, by 

transcending the sense of self in the cosmic dance, whereby the Beloved becomes the Divine 

Lover, loving all life. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind all corruption and deception 

in the heath-care industry, especially when it sacrifices the health of people in order to give 

drug companies a greater profit. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

Eight Ray – Integration 

1. In the name of Archangel Uzziel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind the tendency for people to think that doctors are responsible for their 

health instead of seeing that health is a reflection of one’s state of consciousness. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 
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set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the organized crime of 

kidnapping and killing people in order to steal their organs. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of willingness for 

spiritual and moral people to go into politics. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of self-esteem 

expressed in lack of respect for the environment, including consumerism and deforestation. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 
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I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of education about 

a healthy lifestyle, leading to escapism through drugs, alcohol and other impure activities that 

create negative spirals. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind all disinformation about diet 

and the pollution of food with chemicals, sugar or genetically modified foods. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind corruption, lawlessness and 

impunity among law enforcement agencies and other areas of society. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 
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challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I AM the ONE, the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, which is, and which 

was, and which is to come, the Almighty. And I WILL BE WHO I WILL BE, for although I am 

the ONE, I am forever the MORE. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

 

Ninth Ray – Equilibrium 

1. In the name of Archangel Uniel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind the lack of freedom of conscience. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 
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2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of freedom of 

speech and freedom of press. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the divisions caused by 

extreme positions concerning the use of Russian versus national languages in former Soviet 

republics. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the kidnapping of people 

and forcing them to do hard work or prostitution. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 
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CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the resistance to removing 

Lenin’s mausoleum from the Red Square. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the belief that there is no 

justice on Earth and that people are powerless to bring positive change in society. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the lack of awareness and 

acceptance that people have an inalienable right to be free. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 
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CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the unwillingness to co-

operate with and learn from other nations. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

 

Tenth Ray – Transparency 

1. In the name of Archangel Imanuel, I declare that I am the living Christ, and I challenge the 

consciousness behind the fear of death, as the stumbling-block in the human psyche which 

has been constantly used by the fallen beings to enslave humans. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

2. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the fear of making a 

mistake, the fear to take action and all non-will and non-being. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 
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I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

3. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the fear caused by the red 

terror of Stalin’s regime and all the suppression that followed, including the latest decision to 

give the secret police more power. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

4. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the fear for one’s life, 

health, wealth and security, leading to a never-ending quest to acquire more and more in the 

material world. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

5. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness that prevents the Russian people 

from looking openly at themselves and their society. I challenge the consciousness that makes 

people want to hide something from other people, the world, God and ultimately themselves. 
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I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

6. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the programming that 

prevents the Russian people from understanding that without transparency, there can be no 

accountability. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

7. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the programming that 

prevents the Russian people from understanding that if people are allowed to exercise power 

without accountability, there can be no freedom and justice in a society. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 
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8. I am the living Christ, and I challenge the consciousness behind the fear that prevents the 

Russian people from expressing Christhood in demanding transparency and accountability in 

all areas of government and society. 

I AM the Light of Christ, 

shining in the darkness of being, 

challenging all Russians 

to see reality and unreality. 

I call Heaven and Earth, 

to record that I have 

set before you life and death, 

and thus I say: 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

CHOOSE LIFE! 

 

 

I AM the ONE 

I AM the ONE, I AM Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending. I will give unto them that 

are athirst of the fountain of the water of life freely. 

 

I AM the ONE, becoming many forms that are destined to return to the One in the cosmic 

dance between the Divine Lover and the Beloved. 

 

I AM the One, manifest as the trinity of Alpha and Omega, held in perfect creative tension by 

the only begotten Son, the Logos of the Christ mind. 

 

I AM the ONE, the creative fount, expressed as the eternal flow of becoming that forms the 

River of Life, enfolding all that IS in the wings of the Holy Spirit. 

 

I AM the ONE, expressing myself as self-aware beings with the opportunity to become all that I 

AM through the process of consciously choosing to be MORE. 

 

I AM the ONE, the self that encompasses all life, and as the self-aware extensions of myself 

become MORE, I become MORE. 

 

I AM the ONE, and every being that came from my Being can become all that I AM, by 

transcending the sense of self in the cosmic dance, whereby the Beloved becomes the Divine 

Lover, loving all life. 

 

I AM the ONE, the Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the ending, which is, and which was, 

and which is to come, the Almighty. And I WILL BE WHO I WILL BE, for although I am the 

ONE, I am forever the MORE. 
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Beloved Archangel Michael, Jophiel, Chamuel, Gabriel, Raphael, Uriel, Zadkiel, Uzziel, Uniel 

and Imanuel, awaken the spiritual people in Russia and then all Russians to the realization 

and acceptance that they are the Divine Mother in Russia. Awaken them from the illusion that 

someone outside themselves will come and make everything right. Awaken them to the reality 

that God will indeed manifest a Golden Age in Russia and the world, but only when we accept 

that God can do this only through us. 

Thus, we are here to establish the vertical oneness of each person achieving oneness with his 

or her Higher Being. And then we establish the horizontal oneness of the spiritual people 

achieving oneness with each other beyond all earthly differences. Out of this oneness is born 

the Christ, which WILL manifest the Golden Age in Russia and on Earth. Thus, we say: 

 

WE ARE THE ONE, AS ABOVE SO BELOW! (3, 9 times or more) 

 

OM MANI PADME HUM (9, 33 or 144 times. Visualize the Cosmic Wrecking Ball shattering 

the consciousness behind the problems mentioned in the invocation.) 

 

Russia is healed, Russia is sealed, 

God’s own vision is revealed. (9, 33 or 144 times) 

 

 

Sealing: 

In the name of Alpha and Omega, I accept that the spiritual people of Russia have the perfect 

vision of their service to life, given to them by their Higher Selves. 

On behalf of all Russians, I accept the single-eyed vision of Christ that exposes the beams in 

our own eyes, so that we can see and consciously surrender all dualistic illusions. I accept that 

the Russian people are awakened to see the difference between the reality of Christ and the 

unreality of the dualistic illusions that spring from the mind of anti-christ. 

In unconditional surrender into oneness with my Higher Being, I see that nothing in this world 

has power over my Spirit, and thus I accept no imperfect conditions as permanent or even 

ultimately real. Thus, I become transparent to the illusions and the energies of this world. My 

eye is single, and thus the prince of this world has nothing in me. As I surrender all impurities 

in my being, I know that the immaculate concept for Russia is effortlessly manifest, and I 

accept that Russia is sealed in the perfect vision of God. 

I know that that which is unreal cannot affect that which is real. I accept that I AM real and that 

only the immaculate concept for Russia is real. I accept that God created Russia and saw that 

“It was good.” In the purity of this vision, Russia is sealed forevermore, and as I AM MORE, 

Russia is MORE and the Earth is MORE. 
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WINV21: Invocation for Restoring the WORD in Russia 
 

In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle 

Mother, Amen. 

By the authority of my Christ Flame, I invoke the entire LOGOS, all beings who are in Oneness 

with the universal Christ Mind, the source of spiritual life, the source of all truth and the fount of 

the Living Word. I demand the shattering of the veil of illusion created by the liar and the lie. I 

demand the exposure of all lies and how they have perverted the WORD of Truth. I demand 

that all people are given a true choice to give up the ghost of dualistic illusions and accept the 

eternal life of Christ Truth. I demand the restoration of the WORD of Truth in all areas of 

Russian government and society, especially in… 

 

(Describe the situations and conditions that you want this invocation to resolve.) 

We honor the LOGOS 

In the beginning is the LOGOS, and this Universal Christ mind is with God, and the Christ mind 

is God. All things are made by the LOGOS; and without the Christ mind is not any thing made 

that is made. In the LOGOS is life; and the life of the Universal Christ mind – individualized as 

the Living Christ – is the light of co-creators. 

The light of the Christ mind shines in darkness; and those blinded by the darkness of the 

duality consciousness comprehend it not. The LOGOS is the true Light, which lights every co-

creator that comes into the world. 

 

The LOGOS is in the world, and the world is made by it, and the world knows not the Living 

Word of the LOGOS. The LOGOS comes unto its own as the Living Word, and those blinded 

by duality receive not the WORD. But as many as receive the Living Word, to them gives the 

LOGOS power to BE the Suns of God, even to them that believe on the WORD. Those who 

accept the Living Word are reborn, not of blood, nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of 

man, but of God. 

 

And the LOGOS is made flesh, and dwells among us as the Living Christ, the WORD 

incarnate. And we behold the glory of the Living Christ in Jesus, the glory of the only begotten 

of the Father, full of grace and truth. And now we accept our potential to BE one with the Living 

Word and thus BE the Suns of God, the Living Christs in this age. And we vow to fulfill our 

God-given mandate to multiply the WORD within us and BE the open doors, whereby the 

LOGOS, as the Living Word in us, will have dominion over the Earth. 

Archangel Michael, cut the Russian people free from the veil of ignorance 

1. Archangel Michael, consume all energies of the anti-word around and within the minds and 

energy fields of the top ten percent of the most spiritually aware people in Russia. Awaken 

them to their Divine plans and how they must be the forerunners for awakening the people. I 

AM the victory of the Living Word exposing the power elite. 
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Hail Michael 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

2. Archangel Michael, surround the minds and energy fields of the most spiritually aware 

Russians with your shield of blue-flame protection. Protect them from the onslaught of 

confusion and aggressive mental suggestion produced by the power elite in their quest to 

pacify the Russian people. I AM the victory of the Living Word exposing the power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

3. Archangel Michael, cut free the most spiritually aware Russians from the programming that 

seeks to prevent them from discovering and accepting their reason for being. Help the Russian 

people see that they are God’s co-creators and that they are meant to have dominion over 

Russia instead of letting the power elite have dominion. I AM the victory of the Living Word 

exposing the power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 
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The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

4. Archangel Michael, cut free the most spiritually aware Russians from the consciousness of 

imperial ambitions spread by the power elite. Awaken all Russians to the understanding that 

Russia can be a great nation through the creativity and culture of its people, and that it does 

not need to pursue greatness through military strength. I AM the victory of the Living Word 

exposing the power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

5. Archangel Michael, cut free the most spiritually aware Russians from the consciousness of 

nationalism, and the need to prove that Russia is a great political and economic power, spread 

by the power elite. Awaken all Russians to the understanding that Russia is a unique nation, 

and because it is unique, it is not superior or inferior to other nations. I AM the victory of the 

Living Word exposing the power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 
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the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

6. Archangel Michael, cut free the most spiritually aware Russians from the consciousness of a 

false national identity spread by the power elite. Awaken all Russians to the understanding that 

Russia has a God-given national identity that has been almost destroyed through communism 

and must be rediscovered. I AM the victory of the Living Word exposing the power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

7. Archangel Michael, cut free the most spiritually aware Russians from the consciousness of 

authoritarianism spread by the power elite. Awaken all Russians to the understanding that they 

have a right to follow the WORD of God within themselves, and that they must take a stand 

against the false authority of the power elite. I AM the victory of the Living Word exposing the 

power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

8. Archangel Michael, cut free the most spiritually aware Russians from the consciousness of 

totalitarianism spread by the power elite. Awaken all Russians to the understanding that they 
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must take responsibility for their nation and stop the power elite from taking away the power of 

the people. I AM the victory of the Living Word exposing the power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

9. Archangel Michael, cut free the most spiritually aware Russians from the consciousness of 

control spread by the power elite. Awaken all Russians to the understanding that the people 

need to control the authorities, not the other way around. Awaken all Russians to the need for 

them to prevent that those in the military, the police and the intelligence community turn 

Russia into a police state. I AM the victory of the Living Word exposing the power elite. 

 

Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

The Russian people are set free, 

one people under God to be. 

 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

 

 

 

Protect all Russians from the forces of the anti-word 

By the authority of the Christ Flame within my heart, I call to Archangel Michael for the 

absolute God-protection of all Russians who are meant to be part of the initiative for restoring 

the WORD in Russia. Protect them from all aggressive mental suggestion and all emotional 

programming that seeks to pacify them and prevent them from fulfilling their reason for Being. 
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1. Archangel Michael, take command, 

God government in this fair land. 

God’s power, wisdom and his love 

flows to Mother Russia from Above. 

Refrain: 

Archangel Michael, let your power 

rain upon us every hour. 

Fill us with God’s Diamond Will, 

our destiny we will fulfill. 

 

Mother Russia is now free, 

to manifest her destiny. 

As Liberty is in command, 

she spreads her light to every land. 

 

2. Raise up the torch of Freedom’s Flame, 

that all may know the “I AM” name. 

We keep our course all through the night, 

as we are guided by your light. 

Archangel Michael, let your power 

rain upon us every hour. 

Fill us with God’s Diamond Will, 

our destiny we will fulfill. 

 

Mother Russia is now free, 

to manifest her destiny. 

As Liberty is in command, 

she spreads her light to every land. 

 

3. The Russian people are now free, 

one people under God to be. 

Our love for Russia so intense, 

we take our stand in her defense. 

 

Archangel Michael, let your power 

rain upon us every hour. 

Fill us with God’s Diamond Will, 

our destiny we will fulfill. 

 

Mother Russia is now free, 

to manifest her destiny. 

As Liberty is in command, 

she spreads her light to every land. 
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4. Archangel Michael, you are here, 

to keep our vision always clear. 

As we our sacred work begin, 

we know God’s kingdom is within. 

 

Archangel Michael, let your power 

rain upon us every hour. 

Fill us with God’s Diamond Will, 

our destiny we will fulfill. 

 

Mother Russia is now free, 

to manifest her destiny. 

As Liberty is in command, 

she spreads her light to every land. 

 

5. We form God’s Body here below, 

the open door for Grace to flow. 

Consuming now all patterns old, 

the future looks so bright and bold. 

 

Archangel Michael, let your power 

rain upon us every hour. 

Fill us with God’s Diamond Will, 

our destiny we will fulfill. 

 

Mother Russia is now free, 

to manifest her destiny. 

As Liberty is in command, 

she spreads her light to every land. 

 

6. As into action now we spring, 

the Golden Age we will to bring. 

We have the vision and the fire, 

lifting Russia ever higher. 

 

Archangel Michael, let your power 

rain upon us every hour. 

Fill us with God’s Diamond Will, 

our destiny we will fulfill. 

 

Mother Russia is now free, 

to manifest her destiny. 

As Liberty is in command, 

she spreads her light to every land. 
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NOTE: Give the entire decree at least one time. You can give it as many times as you like before 

continuing the invocation. 

Beloved Jesus, awaken all Russians to Christ reality 

1. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the recognition of God’s 

reality, and that there is a truth that is beyond any belief system or institution on Earth. This 

Living Truth cannot be manipulated or misused by the power elite, and all people can know it 

through the key of knowledge within themselves. I AM the victory of the Living Word judging 

the power elite. 

 

Hail Victorious Christ 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

2. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that 

agnosticism springs from a failure to use the key of knowledge. When the most spiritually 

aware Russians exercise their Christ discernment, they can awaken the nation to a higher 

reality that cannot be manipulated by the power elite. I AM the victory of the Living Word 

judging the power elite. 

 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 
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3. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that the power 

elite in Russia are using education to brainwash the people with an ideology that is anti-christ. 

Their goal is to pacify the people so they can rule Russia. Awaken the Russian people to their 

responsibility to take command over their nation. I AM the victory of the Living Word judging 

the power elite. 

 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

4. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that the power 

elite are using religion to brainwash the people with an ideology that is anti-christ. Their goal is 

to make the Russian people believe orthodox Christianity is the only true religion. Yet it is a 

religion that perverts the true teachings of Christ and thus pacifies the people. I AM the victory 

of the Living Word judging the power elite. 

 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

5. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that the power 

elite want Russia to go from one dualistic extreme to another. Their goal is to replace the 

communist ideology, which was designed to take power away from the people, with another 

belief system that robs the people of their power. Thus, they seek to spread agnosticism or 

Christianity as two ways to make people believe they cannot know truth from within 

themselves. I AM the victory of the Living Word judging the power elite. 
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Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

6. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that the power 

elite in Russia are trying to make people live by the “if it feels good, do it” philosophy. Awaken 

the spiritually aware people to the need for them to use their Christ discernment and awaken 

the people from the illusion that nothing matters. I AM the victory of the Living Word judging 

the power elite. 

 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

7. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that they need 

to show the rest of the people how to discern between Christ reality and dualistic lies. They 

need to show the people how to discern between the true teachers and the false teachers that 

appear in many disguises, including messengers who falsely claim to represent the Ascended 

Host. I AM the victory of the Living Word judging the power elite. 

 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 
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Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

8. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that they need 

to show the rest of the people how to discern between Christ reality and black magic. They 

need to show the people how to discern between a true use of spiritual light and the use of 

psychic energies for selfish purposes or for controlling others. I AM the victory of the Living 

Word judging the power elite. 

 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

9. Beloved Jesus, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that the power 

elite are using the Russian court system to take power from the people. Awaken the Russian 

people to the need to demand fair courts that are based on Christ discernment, so that justice 

will prevail and the people’s faith in the courts be restored. I AM the victory of the Living Word 

judging the power elite. 

 

Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

 

Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

The torch of Pisces we uphold 
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Aquarius we now unfold. 

Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun. 

 

 

 

Awaken all Russians to their love for truth 

Beloved Jesus, awaken all Russians to the love for God and God’s truth that they already have 

in the inner recesses of their beings. Help them realize that the true purpose of any spiritual 

teaching is NOT to give absolute truth but to serve as a tool for raising people’s 

consciousness, so they connect to the Spirit of Truth within themselves. By seeking the Spirit 

of Truth, people can overcome both mental and physical slavery and establish God’s kingdom 

in Russia. Inspire all Russians to embrace the path to Christhood, so that the true second 

coming of Christ in Russia can happen by the Christ being born in them. 

 

1. Beloved Jesus, you have won, 

God has awakened everyone. 

The second coming is at hand 

as Christed ones now take a stand. 

Refrain: 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

2. No longer can the leaders blind 

divide and conquer humankind. 

we follow Christ the inner king 

his truth to all we vow to bring. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 
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3. Our eye is single as we see 

the truth of Christ that makes us free. 

We shout his message from the roof 

as we become his living proof. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

4. Beloved Jesus, we will be 

the Christed ones who keep Earth free. 

Defending life, we take a stand, 

the second coming is at hand. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

5. The torch of Pisces we uphold 

Aquarius we now unfold. 

We share your love for Saint Germain 

he will the Earth with Justice reign. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 
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6. Your victory for Earth is won, 

the Golden Age has now begun, 

the inner Christ will make all free 

in God’s own Presence now to be. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

NOTE: Give the entire decree at least one time. You can give it as many times as you like before 

continuing the invocation. 

Mother Mary, awaken the love for Earth in all Russians 

1. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that both 

capitalism and communism are elitist systems that take money away from the people and 

concentrate it in the hands of the elite. Both must be replaced by a new economic philosophy 

that gives equal economic opportunity to all, and thus does not institutionalize the gap between 

rich and poor. I AM the victory of the Living Word balancing Power and Love in the spiritual 

people of Russia. 

 

Hail Mother Light 

Hail Mary, we give praise 

the Mother Light in all you raise. 

The base is of the purest white, 

the soul is basking in delight. 

The solar center is at peace, 

all troubles in the heart now cease. 

 

The throat is shining oh so blue, 

the brow emits an emerald hue. 

The crown is like a sea of gold, 

as thousand petals now unfold. 

I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss, 

as I am in eternal bliss. 

 

2. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the need for a reform of the 

health-care system so that it will benefit the people and not the power elite. Awaken all 

Russians to the need to value their physical bodies as temples for the Spirit, so they will not 
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destroy them through alcohol or other forms of abuse. I AM the victory of the Living Word 

balancing Power and Love in the spiritual people of Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

3. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that the 

nationalization of many businesses or natural resources is an attempt to take money and 

power away from the people. Russia must throw off all remnants of communist thinking that 

make it seem necessary for the state to control everything. I AM the victory of the Living Word 

balancing Power and Love in the spiritual people of Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

4. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the realization that neither 

state control nor unrestricted capitalism will bring prosperity to the people. Both state control 

and capitalism work towards a state where the elite has monopolized economic opportunity. 

There is a middle way, based on Christ discernment, that gives equal economic opportunity to 

the people. I AM the victory of the Living Word balancing Power and Love in the spiritual 

people of Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 
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5. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the need for reforms that 

develop the economy by investing in agriculture, industry and infrastructure. Yet this must be 

done by encouraging small independent businesses instead of large national or multi-national 

conglomerates. I AM the victory of the Living Word balancing Power and Love in the spiritual 

people of Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

6. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the need to speak out against 

corruption in all levels of society. Awaken people to the fact that corruption is used as a 

weapon by the power elite, allowing them to control those who should be the servants of the 

people. I AM the victory of the Living Word balancing Power and Love in the spiritual people of 

Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

7. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the need to speak out against 

irresponsible behavior in all areas of society. Awaken people to the fact that social and political 

irresponsibility is used as a weapon by the power elite, allowing them to pacify the people by 

making them focus on immediate pleasure instead of taking responsibility for their lives and 

their nation. I AM the victory of the Living Word balancing Power and Love in the spiritual 

people of Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 
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His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

8. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the need to speak out against 

the perversion of the entertainment industry. Awaken people to the fact that entertainment is 

used as a weapon by the power elite, allowing them to pacify the people and brainwash them 

with subtle beliefs that take away their power. I AM the victory of the Living Word balancing 

Power and Love in the spiritual people of Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

9. Mother Mary, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to the need to demand honesty 

and transparency in all areas of the bureaucracy. Awaken people to the fact that bureaucracy 

is used as a weapon by the power elite, allowing them to use public servants to give 

themselves privileged positions while restricting the people. I AM the victory of the Living Word 

balancing Power and Love in the spiritual people of Russia. 

 

The Living Christ is in me now, 

the seal of Christ upon my brow, 

The love of Christ is in my heart, 

in Jesus’ mission I take part. 

 

The Christ is come again in me, 

I shine his light for all to see. 

His perfect love consumes all fear, 

so all can sense his presence here. 

 

 

Help us overcome all imbalances in love and power 

By the authority of the Christ Flame within my heart, I call forth the awakening of the most 

spiritually aware Russians to their true potential in this age. Mother Mary, help them overcome 

all self-absorption and attain the proper balance of love and power, so they can challenge the 

power elite without being drawn into the eternal dualistic struggle. Help all Russians become 

true representatives of Christ and do the works of the Living Christ for this age, thus raising the 

Mother Light in themselves and for Russia. 

 

1. Hail Mary, we give praise 

the Mother Light in all you raise. 
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In perfect balance light will stream, 

in harmony our souls will gleam. 

 

Refrain: 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

2. The base is of the purest white, 

four petals radiate your light. 

The Mother bows in purest love 

to God the Father from Above. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

3. The soul is basking in delight, 

as violet flame is shining bright. 

The soul is breathing God’s pure air, 

she feels so free in Mother’s care. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

4. The solar center is at peace, 

as fear and anger we release. 
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The sacred ten will now unfold 

a glow of purple and of gold. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

5. All troubles in the heart now cease, 

as Mary’s love brings great release. 

The rose of twelve in fullest bloom, 

the soul is free to meet her groom. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

6. The throat is shining oh so blue, 

the will of God is always true. 

God’s power is released in love 

through Christ direction from Above. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

7. The brow emits an emerald hue, 

Christ’s perfect vision we pursue, 
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and as we see God’s perfect plan, 

we feel God’s love for every man. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

8. The crown is like a sea of gold, 

as thousand petals now unfold. 

We see the Buddha in the crown, 

arrayed in his celestial gown. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

9. When Mother Light and Buddha meet, 

the force of darkness they defeat, 

with Jesus and our saint Germain. 

they bring the Golden Age again. 

 

Oh Mother Mary, we release 

all thoughts and feelings less than peace, 

releasing now all patterns old, 

we leave behind the mortal mold. 

 

River of Life, eternal flow, 

we will to live, we will to grow. 

We will transcend and be the more, 

the joy of life we do adore. 

 

10. I feel the Mother’s gentle kiss, 

as I am in eternal bliss, 
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floating in a space sublime, 

in harmony with sacred chime. 

 

Coda: 

By Mother Mary’s endless Grace, 

we conquer time, we conquer space. 

The Buddha Nature is in all 

and thus we rise to heed the call 

to be the Christed ones on Earth, 

the Golden Age is given birth. 

NOTE: Give the entire decree at least one time. You can give it as many times as you like before 

continuing the invocation. 

I accept that Mother Mary and the Ascended Master Igor envelop Mother Russia in the infinite 

and unconditional love of the Divine Mother. I accept that Russia is a sun, radiating divine love 

to all nations. 

Saint Germain, awaken all Russians to the potential for a Golden Age 

1. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially freedom of thought, freedom of speech and freedom of the press. I AM the victory of 

the Living Word triggering a Golden Age in Russia. 

 

Hail Freedom Flame 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

2. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially political activities, such as organizations and new political parties. I AM the victory of 

the Living Word triggering a Golden Age in Russia. 
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Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

3. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially the manipulation of public opinion before elections. I AM the victory of the Living 

Word triggering a Golden Age in Russia. 

 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

4. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially administrative pressure on those who do not belong to the ruling party. I AM the 

victory of the Living Word triggering a Golden Age in Russia. 

 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 
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Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

5 . Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially the efforts to restrict or destroy the multi-party system. I AM the victory of the Living 

Word triggering a Golden Age in Russia. 

 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

6. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially all attempts to restrict or destroy free elections and a representative democracy. I 

AM the victory of the Living Word triggering a Golden Age in Russia. 

 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 
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that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

7. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially the deadly combination of materialism, communism and atheism that raises money 

and power as the only god. I AM the victory of the Living Word triggering a Golden Age in 

Russia. 

 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

8. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially the tendency to let economic growth be based on the export of oil, gas and arms. I 

AM the victory of the Living Word triggering a Golden Age in Russia. 

 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 
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9. Saint Germain, release floodtides of Violet Flame to awaken the Russian people to the fact 

that Russia can overcome its current limitations and manifest a Golden Age. Yet for this to 

happen, the people must take a stand against all attempts to suppress their freedom, 

especially all attempts to allow the power elite to manipulate Russia into another arms race in 

their never-ending quest for greater profits. I AM the victory of the Living Word triggering a 

Golden Age in Russia. 

 

Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

 

Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

 

 

Saint Germain, awaken all Russians to their love for freedom 

Saint Germain, awaken the most spiritually aware Russians to their inner love for Freedom. 

Awaken the many Russians who volunteered to take embodiment at this time in order to help 

make your Golden Age a manifest reality. Awaken them to the reality of their divine plans so 

they can take a stand for Freedom and be the instruments for setting the Russian people free 

from the tyranny of the consciousness of anti-christ and the power elite. 

 

1. Oh Saint Germain, bring Freedom’s Flame, 

you come to Earth in Christ’s own name. 

The violet flame is your own plan 

to raise the Christ in every man. 

 

Refrain: 

Violet flame, let it flow, 

saturate all life below, 

always flowing, ever growing 

upon us all grace bestowing. 

 

Violet fire, penetrate, 

violet fire saturate, 

violet fire purify, 

violet fire sanctify, 

we are pure, we are healed, 

in your light, we are sealed, 
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forever free 

in God to be. 

 

2. For Christ is Lord and you are king, 

as peace and freedom now you bring. 

with Jesus you now point the way 

that brings the dawn of a new day. 

 

Violet flame, let it flow, 

saturate all life below, 

always flowing, ever growing 

upon us all grace bestowing. 

 

Violet fire, penetrate, 

violet fire saturate, 

violet fire purify, 

violet fire sanctify, 

we are pure, we are healed, 

in your light, we are sealed, 

forever free 

in God to be. 

 

3. Together you will turn the page 

and lead us to the Golden Age. 

Where Freedom’s flame will reign supreme, 

fulfilling Heavens highest dream. 

 

Violet flame, let it flow, 

saturate all life below, 

always flowing, ever growing 

upon us all grace bestowing. 

 

Violet fire, penetrate, 

violet fire saturate, 

violet fire purify, 

violet fire sanctify, 

we are pure, we are healed, 

in your light, we are sealed, 

forever free 

in God to be. 

 

4. Oh Saint Germain and Jesus dear, 

to you and Mary we draw near. 

From you above to us below, 

we will maintain a constant flow. 
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Violet flame, let it flow, 

saturate all life below, 

always flowing, ever growing 

upon us all grace bestowing. 

 

Violet fire, penetrate, 

violet fire saturate, 

violet fire purify, 

violet fire sanctify, 

we are pure, we are healed, 

in your light, we are sealed, 

forever free 

in God to be. 

 

5. Together we now bring the light 

that makes the Earth a star so bright. 

her radiance will shine through space 

awakening the I AM race. 

 

Violet flame, let it flow, 

saturate all life below, 

always flowing, ever growing 

upon us all grace bestowing. 

 

Violet fire, penetrate, 

violet fire saturate, 

violet fire purify, 

violet fire sanctify, 

we are pure, we are healed, 

in your light, we are sealed, 

forever free 

in God to be. 

 

6. By Michael raised for all to see, 

the banner of Christ Victory. 

All darkness is replaced by light, 

as all of cosmos shines so bright. 

 

Violet flame, let it flow, 

saturate all life below, 

always flowing, ever growing 

upon us all grace bestowing. 

 

Violet fire, penetrate, 

violet fire saturate, 

violet fire purify, 
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violet fire sanctify, 

we are pure, we are healed, 

in your light, we are sealed, 

forever free 

in God to be. 

 

7. Oh Saint Germain, we keep the flame 

of freedom burning in your name, 

until the Golden Age we see, 

an age in which all life is free. 

 

NOTE: Give the entire decree at least one time. You can give it as many times as you like before 

continuing the invocation. 

I Choose the Life of Christ! 

Archangel Michael, shatter and consume all illusions of the anti-word! (3X) 

Archangel Michael, awaken the most spiritually aware people from the consciousness of death 

that causes us to identify ourselves as mortal human beings who are separated from our God. 

Cut us free from the condemnation and self-condemnation that causes us to think we have no 

right to let the Living Word challenge the power elite through us. 

Beloved Archangel Michael, thou Defender of Faith, if people knew better, they would do 

better, and by the authority of my God-given free will, I hereby declare that I am willing to know 

better. I am willing to see anything in my being and life that is out of alignment with the truth of 

Christ. And when I see it, I will surrender it into the all-consuming fires of the Holy Spirit, the 

Violet Flame of Saint Germain. Thus, by my willingness to remove the beam in my own eye, I 

attain the transparency whereby the prince of this world comes and has nothing in me. I now 

see that total surrender, leading to total transparency, is the ultimate spiritual defense. 

Archangel Michael, I am willing to change my life. I am willing overcome all self-absorption and 

realize that I am not here to fulfill earthly desires or even seek personal growth. I am here to 

fulfill the higher spiritual desires, expressed in my divine plan, of working for the growth of all. I 

am willing to recognize that spiritual growth which is not expressed in helping others is not 

Christhood. Thus, I will no longer focus on my personal growth but will focus on the growth of 

all people. I will see other people as part of my larger self, the one Body of God on Earth. 

Therefore I now say, with the full authority of my free will and the power of the Christ Flame 

within me: 

I CHOOSE THE LIFE OF CHRIST! (4X) 

I choose the consciousness of eternal life, the Christ consciousness, and I accept that I am 

here to be the open door for the Living Word and allow the WORD to judge those who choose 

death over life. Thus, I am willing to be the instrument for challenging the illusions of anti-christ 

and setting the people free from the power elite. I will be non-attached to other people’s 

reactions and their condemnation of me, for I will respect their free will. Yet I will also respect 

my own free will, and my right to choose to remain centered in the infinite peace of Christ in 

every situation. I know that I AM balanced Power-Love in action, and thus I am above the 

dualistic extremes. 
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I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of the Living Christ in this 

world. 

 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all Russians 

free from the lies of anti-christ. 

 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all Russians 

free from spiritual slavery under the forces of anti-christ. 

 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his billions of Blue-flame Angels are cutting all Russians 

free from material slavery under the power elite. 

 

I choose to be one with my God, and therefore I am the Presence of Archangel Michael 

binding the power elite on Earth. 

Russia is the Lord’s and the fullness of the WORD. (3X) Amen. 

In the name of the unconditional love of the Father, the Son, the Holy Spirit and the Miracle 

Mother, Amen. 

 

Sealing 

I affirm that Archangel Michael and his Blue-flame Angels surround all Russians with an 

impenetrable shield of Blue-flame energy. I affirm that all Russians are sealed from the toxic 

energies sent against them by the forces of this world. I accept that Archangel Michael binds 

the enemy within all Russians, the human ego, so that when the prince of this world comes, he 

has nothing in them. I surrender the anti-self of Mother Russia and accept that it is consumed 

by the Violet Flame and the unconditional love of Mother Mary. I accept that Russia’s anti-self 

is replaced by her Christ self, now and forever. 

By the power of the Christ Flame within me, I affirm that the Living Word is restored as the 

ultimate authority in all aspects of Russian society. The WORD is manifest through the 

Freedom Flame, acting through my I AM Presence and the presence of the I AM THAT I AM, 

Jesus Christ, Archangel Michael, Mother Mary, the Ascended Master Igor and Saint Germain. 

Amen. 
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Invoking the judgment of the fallen beings who oppose the 

Golden Age 
 

In the name I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ,  I call to my I AM Presence to flow through the I 

Will Be Presence that I AM and give these decrees with full power. I call to Sanat Kumara to 

manifest your Presence in all former Soviet Union countries especially in Russia, Ukraine, 

Belarus, Kazakhstan and bring the judgment of the fallen beings who oppose the Golden Age, 

including…  

 

[Make personal calls] 

 

Part 1 

 

1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who are standing in the way of 

the manifestation of the Golden Age on a planetary basis. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 

with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who have an agenda to prove 

God wrong by getting human beings on earth to destroy each other. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who exist in the lower identity 

realm and are supported by fallen beings in the mental, emotional and physical realm. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 
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the open door for Holy Dove. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

4. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in the identity realm who have 

avoided taking embodiment out of fear of being in a physical body and not being able to 

escape the consequences of what they have set in motion themselves.  

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

5. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who have absolutely no 

respect for human beings and consider us to be far below them, to be far inferior to 

themselves. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who consider themselves to be 

in a fundamental way different from human beings and who have absolutely no sympathy, 

compassion, kinship or respect for human beings. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 
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light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who believe they have an 

absolute right to manipulate human beings and to treat them as things, as robots, as 

mechanical beings, who can be manipulated and controlled at their whim. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 

my chakras are your open door. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

8. Sanat Kumara, help people choose not to be influenced, manipulated, controlled and 

deceived by these fallen beings so that we become unwitting tools for their agenda of 

destruction. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 

the densest minds we penetrate. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

9. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who are in embodiment and 

are directed as robots by the fallen beings in the identity realm. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

 

Part 2 
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1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in the identity realm who used 

the fallen beings in embodiment to create specific scenarios that created such suffering among 

human beings that people eventually became open to the influence of the fallen beings in the 

identity realm. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 

with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who have created a state of 

collective insanity so that groups of people use all of their resources in an all-out effort to 

destroy whom they see as the enemy. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in embodiment who act upon 

and spread the consciousness of superiority. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 

the open door for Holy Dove. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

4. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in embodiment who feel 

superior to human beings and therefore it is very easy for them to act out on this concept of 

superiority. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

5. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in the identity realm who are 

the masters that are directing the marionettes and making the fallen beings in embodiment do 

their bidding. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in embodiment who have 

managed to set themselves up as leaders of various societies and have spread the idea that 

their society was or is superior to others. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who thought they were acting 

based on some higher authority because the fallen beings in the identity realm had managed 

to make the embodied fallen beings believe that they were directed by some Divine authority. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 
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my chakras are your open door. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in the identity realm who cause 

two groups of fallen being in embodiment to fight each other, pulling people into this senseless 

warfare.  

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 

the densest minds we penetrate. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

9. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who create a polarization 

between two opposing sides by using the belief in superiority and inferiority. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

 

 

Part 3 

 

1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who have created conflict and 

strife and who have created hierarchical societies that have had the purpose of putting the 

majority of the population down so that they would come to feel inferior. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 

with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who first create an unbalanced 

situation that makes most people feel inferior, and then offer select human beings a way out of 

it. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who see themselves as 

superior and feel they have to spread their religion or political ideology to the entire planet. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 

the open door for Holy Dove. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

4. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who believe that in order to 

establish their superiority and spread their idea to the entire earth, another group that is their 

enemy must first be destroyed. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 
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5. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who create complete and utter 

fanaticism on both sides of the conflict and thus override the instinct not to kill your fellow man. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who cause people to enter 

fanaticism by denying the humanity of their enemies and also denying that they are or have 

been in a fanatical state of mind. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who seek to get people to deny 

that in an all-out war, there is fanaticism on both sides. Therefore, those who fought the nazis 

or the communists were also in a fanatical state of mind. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 

my chakras are your open door. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who are left in the identity 

realm and who are attempting to manipulate human beings by creating divisions. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 
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the densest minds we penetrate. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

9. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings in the identity realm who have 

manipulated fallen beings in embodiment into thinking that the only way to avoid a future all-

out confrontation is to accept that you have divisions between communism and capitalism. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

 

Part 4 

 

1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who divided the world after the 

second world war, namely Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 

with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the people who will not acknowledge that this 

division was a product of the fallen consciousness and who therefore cannot escape the 

manipulation of the fallen beings. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who created the division 

between Capitalism and Communism in order to maintain the state of polarity between two 

opposing sides. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 

the open door for Holy Dove. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

4. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who were hoping that they 

could inflate this conflict to a point where fanaticism on both sides had become so strong that 

the need to destroy the enemy caused people to set aside the consequences. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

5. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who created the division of the 

world between the Communist sphere and a so-called “free-world” and who have used it to 

create and uphold the division into the countries of communism and the countries of 

capitalism. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 
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clothe her in a new attire. 

 

6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who are creating these 

divisions based on superiority, fanaticism and the belief that one needs to destroy the enemy 

regardless of the consequences. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who create fanaticism in in all 

former Soviet Union countries especially in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan both among 

the people and among the leadership. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 

my chakras are your open door. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the people in all former Soviet Union countries 

especially in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan who believe that in order for them to 

survive, they must fight for their survival regardless of the consequences. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 

the densest minds we penetrate. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 
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9. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the people in Russia who  are in such a state of 

denial that they think they could wage a nuclear war and still survive as a nation and still 

maintain their grip on the nation. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

 

Part 5 

 

1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the people who are in such a state of denial, 

such a state of fanaticism, that they will not acknowledge that Russia cannot stand against the 

entire world and that they would indeed be against the entire world if they used nuclear 

weapons. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 

with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the binding of the fallen beings in embodiment who have this state 

of consciousness. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 
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3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the binding of the fallen beings in the emotional realm who are 

encouraging people to kill regardless of the consequences. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 

the open door for Holy Dove. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

4. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the binding of the fallen beings in the mental realm who are using 

sophisticated mental theories to make people believe in their scenarios and thereby go into 

denial. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

5. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment and the binding of the fallen beings in the identity 

realm who are behind this entire scenario. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

6. Sanat Kumara, I ratify the judgment you have pronounced upon the fallen beings in the 

identity realm, in the mental realm, in the emotional realm and in physical embodiment who are 

behind this attempt to create a state of fanaticism that leads to the desire and the actions to 

destroy an enemy regardless of the consequences for oneself, for the enemy, for humanity or 

for the planet as a whole. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

7. Sanat Kumara, I ratify and affirm your judgment, and I anchor it in the physical octave so 

that it is a manifest reality in all four octaves. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 

my chakras are your open door. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

8. Sanat Kumara, I call for you and the ascended masters to clear away these fallen beings 

from this planet and help us overcome this major block to the manifestation of a Golden Age 

where fanaticism based on inferiority and superiority is no more on earth. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 

the densest minds we penetrate. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

9. Sanat Kumara, I call forth your judgment of the fallen beings who use the fanatical mindset 

to get people to refuse the abundant life that God and the ascended masters want to give us. 

Help people accept the abundant life and co-create an age of peace, progress and prosperity. 

 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

 

 

 

Sealing: 

In the name of the Divine Mother, I fully accept that the power of these calls is used to set free 

the Ma-ter light, so it can outpicture the perfect vision of Christ for my own life, for all people 

and for the planet. In the name I AM THAT I AM, it is done! Amen. 
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Judging the Insatiable Quest for Power 
 

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon Mother Mary, Archangel Michael 

and Sanat Kumara for the judgment of the beings in all four octaves who have an insatiable 

desire for power. Awaken people to the reality that we are spiritual beings and that we can co-

create a new future by working with the ascended masters. I especially call for …  

[Make your own calls here.] 

 

Part 1 

1. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who are trapped 

in the insatiable desire for power, expressed as the quest for a higher civilization, a Utopia, 

based on centralized control. I demand that these beings be removed from the earth. 

Archangel Michael, light so blue, 

my heart has room for only you. 

My mind is one, no longer two, 

your love for me is ever true. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

2. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who will not see that it will never be enough power because in the duality consciousness, 

nothing can be enough. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from 

the earth.  

Archangel Michael, I will be, 

all one with your reality. 

No fear can hold me as I see, 

this world no power has o’er me. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

3. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings behind the Roman civilization and its attempt to conquer the world. I demand that this 

consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Archangel Michael, hold me tight, 

shatter now the darkest night. 

Clear my chakras with your light, 

restore to me my inner sight. 
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Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

4. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings behind the Nazi empire. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed 

from the earth.  

Archangel Michael, now I stand, 

with you the light I do command. 

My heart I ever will expand, 

till highest truth I understand. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

5. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings behind the Communist empire. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be 

removed from the earth.  

Archangel Michael, in my heart, 

from me you never will depart. 

Of hierarchy I am a part, 

I now accept a fresh new start. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

6. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who think that with the development of technology, they can conquer and control the 

world. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.  

Archangel Michael, sword of blue, 

all darkness you are cutting through. 

My Christhood I do now pursue, 

discernment shows me what is true. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

7. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings behind the quest to conquer something outside yourself through force. I demand that this 

consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.  
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Archangel Michael, in your wings, 

I now let go of lesser things. 

God’s homing call in my heart rings, 

my heart with yours forever sings. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

8. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who are addicted to forcing other people to comply with a dualistic vision. I demand that 

this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.  

Archangel Michael, take me home, 

in higher spheres I want to roam. 

I am reborn from cosmic foam, 

my life is now a sacred poem. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

9. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who take everything towards an extreme in an unbalanced quest for power and control. 

I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.  

Archangel Michael, light you are, 

shining like the bluest star. 

You are a cosmic avatar, 

with you I will go very far. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

 

Part 2 

1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings and their dream that they are doing something benign, even doing something for God, 

by establishing a centralized civilization based on force and control. I demand that this 

consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 

with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who refuse to see that the earth is too big for human beings to control the entire planet. 

I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who are completely trapped in their quest for power for the sake of their own sense of 

superiority. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 

the open door for Holy Dove. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

4. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who are seeking to prove God wrong by using an epic philosophy. I demand that this 

consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

5. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the 

sophisticated fallen beings who portray the power-hungry fallen beings as evil in order to justify 

getting people to fight them. I demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed 

from the earth. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings that seek to prevent people from seeing the illusion of the duality consciousness. I 

demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who in their quest for power have started wars and conflicts. I demand that this 

consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 

my chakras are your open door. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who use religion, especially Islam and Christianity, to justify war and conflict. I demand 

that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 

the densest minds we penetrate. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 
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9. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the laggard 

beings who embody in the Middle East and will not stop warring. I demand that this 

consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

Part 3 

1. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the laggard beings so they are 

faced with the choice to stop warring or be removed from this planet. I demand that this 

consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Archangel Michael, light so blue, 

my heart has room for only you. 

My mind is one, no longer two, 

your love for me is ever true. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

2. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who will not abandon war and conflict as a tool for gaining power and control. I demand 

that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth.  

Archangel Michael, I will be, 

all one with your reality. 

No fear can hold me as I see, 

this world no power has o’er me. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

3. Archangel Michael, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who create conflict in order to gain power and control. I demand that this consciousness 

and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Archangel Michael, hold me tight, 

shatter now the darkest night. 
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Clear my chakras with your light, 

restore to me my inner sight. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

4. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people so they can see and transcend the fallen 

consciousness and demand that those who will not abandon this consciousness will be removed 

from the earth so that this planet can move higher in its evolution.  

Archangel Michael, now I stand, 

with you the light I do command. 

My heart I ever will expand, 

till highest truth I understand. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

5. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people to claim their right to look at what is 

happening on this planet and say: “This activity is not acceptable to me. It is not an expression 

of my state of consciousness. Because I have transcended it, I have a right to demand that it be 

removed from the earth.”  

Archangel Michael, in my heart, 

from me you never will depart. 

Of hierarchy I am a part, 

I now accept a fresh new start. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

6. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people to see that we are not opposing other people 

or the lower state of consciousness. We are separating ourselves and claiming our right to 

demand that this state of consciousness be removed from the earth.  

Archangel Michael, sword of blue, 

all darkness you are cutting through. 

My Christhood I do now pursue, 

discernment shows me what is true. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 
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7. Archangel Michael, by the authority of the Christ within me, I hereby give the authority to 

the ascended masters and the seven Archangels to confront the people who are blinded by the 

fallen state of consciousness.  

Archangel Michael, in your wings, 

I now let go of lesser things. 

God’s homing call in my heart rings, 

my heart with yours forever sings. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

8. Archangel Michael, cut free the spiritual people to see that if no one is objecting, people are 

silently accepting what the fallen beings are doing. Awaken them to their right to say: “This is 

not acceptable to us,” whereby we give the ascended masters authority to step in.  

Archangel Michael, take me home, 

in higher spheres I want to roam. 

I am reborn from cosmic foam, 

my life is now a sacred poem. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

9. Archangel Michael, awaken the spiritual people to see that because the fallen beings are 

deliberately seeking to force the will of other people, the law makes it legal for the ascended 

masters to confront these people with the fact that there is an alternative to their state of 

consciousness.  

Archangel Michael, light you are, 

shining like the bluest star. 

You are a cosmic avatar, 

with you I will go very far. 

Archangel Michael, you are here, 

your light consumes all doubt and fear. 

Your Presence is forever near, 

you are to me so very dear. 

 

Part 4 

1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings in the three higher octaves of earth. I demand that this consciousness and these beings 

be removed from the earth. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 

with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

2. Sanat Kumara, I demand that the seven archangels send your legions to clear out all 

perverted energies of the seven rays that form vortexes in the four octaves of earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

3. Sanat Kumara, awaken the spiritual people to see our correct relationship with the 

ascended masters, so that we can collectively invoke enough energy for the Archangels to 

remove all fallen beings and demons of war and power from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 

the open door for Holy Dove. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

4. Sanat Kumara, cut free the spiritual people from the desire to be the prince on the white 

horse, to be the knight in shining armor, who saves the world. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 
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5. Sanat Kumara, awaken the spiritual people to see that we are all part of the Body of God 

on earth when we achieve vertical oneness and horizontal oneness. We are one with the 

ascended masters above and one with all people below. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

6. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings and their quest to establish control through sameness. I demand that this consciousness 

and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings promoting the idea that one religion or ideology needs to eradicate all competitors. I 

demand that this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 

my chakras are your open door. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the consciousness and the fallen 

beings who are on a quest to establish a dominant religion, ideology or nation. I demand that 

this consciousness and these beings be removed from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 

the densest minds we penetrate. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

9. Sanat Kumara, awaken the spiritual people from the tendency to be pulled into the rivalry 

between competing groups of fallen beings, all of them blinded by the illusion of ultimate power 

and control.  

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

Sealing 

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form 

an impenetrable shield around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all fear-based 

energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light of God is consuming and transforming all 

fear-based energies that make up the forces behind war! 
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Judging Fanaticism 
 

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, Jesus Christ, I call upon Mother Mary, Jesus, Lord 

Maitreya, Gautama Buddha and Sanat Kumara for the judgment of the consciousness of 

fanaticism and the beings who embody it in all four octaves. Awaken people to the reality that 

we are spiritual beings and that we can co-create a new future by working with the ascended 

masters. I especially call for …  

[Make your own calls here.] 

 

Part 1 

1. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

use ideas to justify getting people to go to war. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from 

the earth. 

O Jesus, blessed brother mine, 

I walk the path that you outline, 

a great example to us all, 

I follow now your inner call. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

2. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

know that in order to get people to kill each other on a large scale, they have to override the 

programming that prompts people not to kill in order to preserve the species. Archangel Michael, 

remove these beings from the earth. 

O Jesus, open inner sight, 

the ego wants to prove it’s right, 

but this I will no longer do, 

I want to be all one with you. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

3. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

promote the idea of “nature red in tooth and claw” and that it is normal or natural to kill. Archangel 

Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

O Jesus, I now clearly see, 

the Key of Knowledge given me, 

my Christ self I hereby embrace, 

as you fill up my inner space. 
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O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

4. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

promote the idea that we must kill others in order to survive, thereby neutralizing the 

programming not to kill. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

O Jesus, show me serpent’s lie, 

expose the beam in my own eye, 

as Christ discernment you me give, 

in oneness I forever live. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

5. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

use science to promote killing as normal, natural or justifiable. Archangel Michael, remove these 

beings from the earth. 

O Jesus, I am truly meek, 

and thus I turn the other cheek, 

when the accuser attacks me, 

I go within and merge with thee. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

6. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

use religion to promote killing as normal, natural or justifiable. Archangel Michael, remove these 

beings from the earth. 

O Jesus, ego I let die, 

surrender ev’ry earthly tie, 

the dead can bury what is dead, 

I choose to walk with you instead. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

7. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

seek to hide the reality that they themselves have created the imbalance in nature that makes 

killing seem natural. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 
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O Jesus, help me rise above, 

the devil’s test through higher love, 

show me separate self unreal, 

my formless self you do reveal. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

8. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

seek to hide the reality that it was the descent of human beings into the duality consciousness, 

and the incarnation of fallen beings, that led to the current imbalance. Archangel Michael, 

remove these beings from the earth. 

O Jesus, what is that to me, 

I just let go and follow thee, 

with this I do pass ev’ry test, 

to find with you eternal rest. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

9. Beloved Jesus, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

seek to hide the idea that war, and the ideas that justify it, were introduced to this planet by the 

fallen beings who incarnated here. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth.  

O Jesus, fiery master mine, 

my heart now melting into thine, 

I love with heart and mind and soul, 

the God who is my highest goal. 

O Jesus, let the Fire of Joy, 

consume the devil’s subtle ploy, 

transfigured is our planet earth, 

the golden age is given birth. 

 

Part 2 

1. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

seek to hide the reality that war creates imbalances and karma that people themselves will 

experience in a future lifetime. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Maitreya, I am truly meek, 

your counsel wise I humbly seek, 

your vision I so want to see, 

with you in Eden I will be. 
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Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

2. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

are using a state of imbalance they have created in order to define a new norm, and then they 

use the new norm to justify perpetuating the condition. Archangel Michael, remove these beings 

from the earth. 

Maitreya, help me to return, 

to learn from you, I truly yearn, 

as oneness is all I desire 

I feel initiation’s fire. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

3. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

have captured the “privilege of formulating the problem” and are using it to justify getting people 

to kill each other through war. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Maitreya, I hereby decide, 

from you I will no longer hide, 

expose to me the very lie 

that caused edenic self to die. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

4. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

use the serpentine logic to define two opposites and say they are in a fatal conflict. Archangel 

Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Maitreya, blessed Guru mine, 

my heart of hearts forever thine, 

I vow that I will listen well, 

so we can break the serpent’s spell. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

5. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

use serpentine logic to get two groups of people to go to war while both believe they are peaceful 

and the other is the aggressor. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 
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Maitreya, help me see the lie 

whereby the serpent broke the tie, 

the serpent now has naught in me, 

in oneness I am truly free. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

6. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

use serpentine logic to hide that there is always an alternative to going to war. Archangel 

Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Maitreya, truth does set me free 

from falsehoods of duality, 

the fruit of knowledge I let go, 

so your true spirit I do know. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

7. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

use serpentine logic to dehumanize both groups so they will not see each other as individual 

human beings. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Maitreya, I submit to you, 

intentions pure, my heart is true, 

from ego I am truly free, 

as I am now all one with thee. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

8. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

promote the idea of the epic struggle and use it to create the fanaticism that can override the 

programming not to kill. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Maitreya, kindness is the key, 

all shades of kindness teach to me, 

for I am now the open door, 

the Art of Kindness to restore. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 
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9. Lord Maitreya, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

hide the reality that the epic struggle was not created by God and that it is a complete illusion. 

Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Maitreya, oh sweet mystery, 

immersed in your reality, 

the myst’ry school will now return, 

for this, my heart does truly burn. 

Maitreya, kindness is the cure, 

in fires of kindness I am pure. 

Maitreya, now release the fire, 

that raises me forever higher. 

 

Part 3 

1. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons 

who in their pride have made themselves believe that they are powerful enough to be the 

opponent of God and to threaten God’s plan. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the 

earth. 

Gautama, show my mental state 

that does give rise to love and hate, 

your exposé I do endure, 

so my perception will be pure. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

2. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons 

who promote the idea that the devil is powerful enough to oppose God. Archangel Michael, 

remove these beings from the earth. 

Gautama, in your Flame of Peace, 

the struggling self I now release, 

the Buddha Nature I now see, 

it is the core of you and me. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

3. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons 

who hide the reality that they have created both the devil and the false god being opposed. 

Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 
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Gautama, I am one with thee, 

Mara’s demons do now flee, 

your Presence like a soothing balm, 

my mind and senses ever calm. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

4. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons 

who have used the epic struggle in many disguises in order to justify war. Archangel Michael, 

remove these beings from the earth. 

Gautama, I now take the vow, 

to live in the eternal now, 

with you I do transcend all time, 

to live in present so sublime. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

5. Gautama Buddha, I call for the seven Archangels to cut all people free from the illusions of 

the epic struggle and the fanaticism that is its psychological consequence. 

Gautama, I have no desire, 

to nothing earthly I aspire, 

in non-attachment I now rest, 

passing Mara’s subtle test. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

6. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons 

who seek to hide the reality that any time human beings are able to override the mind-body 

programming not to kill, they can do so only by going into a fanatical state of mind. Archangel 

Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Gautama, I melt into you, 

my mind is one, no longer two, 

immersed in your resplendent glow, 

Nirvana is all that I know. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 
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7. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons 

who seek to hide the reality that anyone who engages in war or believes it is justified is in a 

fanatical state of mind. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Gautama, in your timeless space, 

I am immersed in Cosmic Grace, 

I know the God beyond all form, 

to world I will no more conform. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

8. Gautama Buddha, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons 

who seek to hide the reality that fanaticism is the mindset that overrides the mind-body 

programming not to kill. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Gautama, I am now awake, 

I clearly see what is at stake, 

and thus I claim my sacred right 

to be on earth the Buddhic Light. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

9. Gautama Buddha, I call for the seven Archangels to cut free all spiritual and religious people 

who have been deceived by the fanatical mindset and project that the problem is “out there.” 

Gautama, with your thunderbolt, 

we give the earth a mighty jolt, 

I know that some will understand, 

and join the Buddha’s timeless band. 

Gautama, Flame of Cosmic Peace, 

unruly thoughts do hereby cease, 

we radiate from you and me 

the peace to still Samsara’s Sea. 

 

Part 4 

1. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

seek to hide the reality that anytime there is a conflict between two groups of people, and 

anytime that conflict is justified by ideas, those ideas produce the fanatical mindset on both 

sides. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I seek my place in love’s own choir, 
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with open hearts we sing your praise, 

together we the earth do raise. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

2. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

seek to hide the reality that in any war, both sides are controlled by the fallen beings in the 

emotional, mental and identity realms. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

initiations I desire, 

I am for you an electrode, 

Shamballa is my true abode. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

3. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings and demons who 

seek to hide the reality that fanaticism is an artificial state of mind, deliberately and maliciously 

created by the fallen beings in order to get human beings to kill each other. Archangel Michael, 

remove these beings from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I follow path that you require, 

initiate me with your love, 

the open door for Holy Dove. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

4. Sanat Kumara, I call for the seven Archangels to cut all people free to see that fanaticism 

can take many forms and that it is always the mindset that leads to war. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

your great example all inspire, 

with non-attachment and great mirth, 

we give the earth a true rebirth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

5. Sanat Kumara, by the Christ within me, I hereby give the seven Archangels the authority to 

remove the demons and entities in the emotional, mental and identity realms who are feeding 
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off fanaticism and encouraging it so that people will commit further atrocities as a result of the 

fanatical mindset. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are this planet’s purifier, 

consume on earth all spirits dark, 

reveal the inner Spirit Spark. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

6. Sanat Kumara, I call for the seven Archangels to cut free all spiritual people to see that at 

this time we have an unprecedented opportunity to make the calls and authorize the ascended 

masters and the Archangels to consume the energies of fanaticism and to bind the demons and 

entities and take them from the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are a cosmic amplifier, 

the lower forces can’t withstand, 

vibrations from Venusian band. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

7. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the fallen beings who are promoting 

fanaticism. I demand that they are removed from the earth, both from physical incarnation and 

from the emotional, mental and identity realms. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from 

the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

I am on earth your magnifier, 

the flow of love I do restore, 

my chakras are your open door. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

8. Sanat Kumara, I call forth the judgment of Christ upon the rung of fallen beings who are 

ready to be removed from the earth in this age. Archangel Michael, remove these beings from 

the earth. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

Venusian song the multiplier, 

as we your love reverberate, 

the densest minds we penetrate. 
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Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

9. Sanat Kumara, I call for the seven Archangels to awaken the 10,000 Christed beings in 

embodiment, so they can accept their potential to remove war from the earth. Awaken them to 

the reason they chose to be in embodiment at this time. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Fire, 

you are for all the sanctifier, 

the earth is now a holy place, 

purified by cosmic grace. 

Sanat Kumara, Ruby Ray, 

bring to earth a higher way, 

light this planet with your fire, 

clothe her in a new attire. 

 

Sealing 

In the name of the I AM THAT I AM, I accept that Archangel Michael, Astrea and Shiva form 

an impenetrable shield around myself and all constructive people, sealing us from all fear-based 

energies in all four octaves. I accept that the Light of God is consuming and transforming all 

fear-based energies that make up the forces behind war! 

 

 

 


